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Scope and Purpose:
Younger Associates was retained by the City of Franklin to conduct a survey among residents in
Simpson County, Kentucky to determine the interest level for a community Aquatic Center located in
the City of Franklin.

Methodology:
A direct mail survey was conducted among residents of the City of Franklin and Simpson County to
determine the level of interest and potential use of a proposed Aquatic Center.
A survey instrument was developed by Younger Associates (YA) to capture interest and likely usage
of the proposed facility based on input provided by City of Franklin officials. City officials reviewed
and approved the questionnaire. Younger Associates also developed an information sheet about the
proposed facility to include in the survey packet.
On May 15, 2017, survey packets were mailed to 7,680 households in Simpson County, from a
purchased list of residential active postal customers. The survey packets contained a letter of
introduction about the study from Mayor Clark, the fact sheet about the proposed facility, the survey
questionnaire and a postage paid return envelope. The deadline to return completed surveys was June
1. All survey responses were anonymous.
A total of 2,047 completed surveys were returned by the deadline, which represents a 26.6% response
rate, yielding a margin of error of 1.86 with a 95% confidence interval. This is high return rate; direct
mail surveys typically yield a 5-10% response rate.
Completed survey results were entered into a database and tabulated. It was determined that the data
should be cross tabulated by city and county residents to further analyze the data. Key findings from the
survey follow.
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Key Findings:

















Among the survey participants, 55% indicated they live in the City of Franklin, 44.4%
indicated they live in Simpson County and .6% either did not indicate or indicted that they
lived on the line between the city and county.
40.1% of all survey respondents indicated they felt an Aquatic Center in Franklin was Very
Important or Important with another 21.5% indicating it was Somewhat Important for a total of
61%.6% of the respondents indicating that the Aquatic Center holds some level of importance
for them.
More City of Franklin residents indicated the center was Very Important or Important (46.6%)
than did Simpson County residents (32.2%).
Only about 10% of all participants have a pool at their home.
21.9% of all survey respondents indicated that someone from their home used a public or paid
pool facility outside Franklin/Simpson County. (Bowling Green was the most frequently
reported pool destination.)
Approximately half of all survey participants (48.8%) have visited an outdoor pool, water park
or splash pad in the past two years with the majority (61.6%) reporting that they visited several
times per summer.
40.5% of survey respondents or someone in their home had some type of physical therapy in
the past two years, with 71.7% indicating they had their therapy locally.
Among those having physical therapy, 66.8% would have been interested in aqua therapy if it
had been available locally.




The top three amenities survey participants rated as very important or important to be included
in the Aquatic Center are:
(A full list is included in the survey results)
 Outdoor Pool (53.9%)
 Indoor Pool (53.6%)
 Senior Center (50.9%)






The top five activities in which respondents indicated they would likely or very likely
(A full list is included in the survey results)
participate if offered at the Aquatic Center are:
 Indoor Walking Track (78.1%)
 Water Aerobic or other Water Exercise Program (63.2%)
 Swimming for Exercise (61.8%)
 Physical Therapy (61.6%)
 Recreational Swimming (58.3%)

42.7% of the respondents indicated they would be interested in paying a daily rate to use the
Aquatic Center with another 35.9% preferring an individual monthly membership.
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The average rates respondents expected to pay was $4.56 for an individual daily rate and
$25.28 for an individual monthly rate.
Among all survey participants, 42.8% indicated that they did not support the Transient Room
Tax on hotel room and the tax on prepared foods (Restaurant Tax) to fund the proposed
Aquatic Center.
If the proposed tax passed and funding exceeded the need to operate the Aquatic Center,
participants indicated that improvements to the community park (62.6%) was their first
preference to utilize excess funds followed by bike paths (48.9%), sidewalks (47.7%) and
community events (45.3%). (A full list is included in the survey results)
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Aquatic Center Interest Survey Results

Where do you live?
55.0% City of Franklin (inside city limits)
44.4% Simpson County (outside Franklin city limits)
0.6% Did not indicate or reported land was partially in city and county
How would you assess the importance/need for an Aquatic Center in Franklin?
Response
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

Full Survey
22.6%
17.5%
21.5%
38.4%

City of Franklin
Residents
27.4%
19.2%
19.9%
33.4%

Simpson County
Residents
16.6%
15.6%
23.7%
44.1%

Currently, does anyone in your household belong to a gym or fitness club?
Response
Yes
No

Full Survey
28.0%
72.0%

City of Franklin
Residents
29.7%
70.3%

Simpson County
Residents
25.9%
74.1%

If yes, how often do you (or the member) visit the gym per week?
Response
Daily
3-5 Times per week
1-2 Times per week
1 Time or less per week

Full Survey
7.1%
39.4%
24.3%
29.2%

City of Franklin
Residents
8.0%
39.3%
25.3%
27.5%

Simpson County
Residents
6.1%
39.5%
23.2%
31.2%

City of Franklin
Residents
7.0%
93.0%

Simpson County
Residents
15.7%
84.3%

Do you have a pool at your home?
Response
Yes
No

Full Survey
10.9%
89.1%

Full Survey Results
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Do you, or does someone in your household, use a pool facility outside Franklin/Simpson County?
Response

Full Survey

Yes
No

21.9%
78.1%

City of Franklin
Residents
23.9%
76.1%

Simpson County
Residents
19.5%
80.5%

If yes: Where? Top 5 Reported Locations
-Bowling Green (216x)
-Russell Sims (75x)
-Russellville (19x)
-Gallatin (18x)
-Portland (18x)
How Often?
24.9%
43.6%
22.2%
9.4%

Frequently
Often
Seldom
Rarely

Have you, or members of your household, visited an outdoor pool, water park or splash pad, within the
past two years?

Response
Yes
No

Full Survey
48.8%
51.2%

City of Franklin
Residents
51.2%
48.8%

Simpson County
Residents
45.7%
54.3%

If yes: How often did you visit?
37.1% Once per summer
61.6% Several times per summer
1.3% Other: (broad range of responses from daily to rarely as in once for a
special occasion such a birthday or church group)
In the past two years, have you or someone in your household, participated in some type of physical
therapy prescribed by a doctor?
Response
Yes
No

Full Survey
40.5%
59.5%

City of Franklin
Residents
41.2%
58.8%

Simpson County
Residents
40.0%
60.0%

If yes: Did you do your physical therapy locally/in Franklin?
Response
Yes
No

Full Survey
71.7%
28.3%

City of Franklin
Residents
70.6%
29.4%

Full Survey Results

Simpson County
Residents
73.5%
26.5%
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If yes: Would you have been interested doing aqua therapy (therapy performed in a pool by a
trained professional) if it was recommended by your doctor and available in the area?
Response

Full Survey

Yes
No

66.8%
33.2%

City of Franklin
Residents
68.8%
31.4%

Simpson County
Residents
64.9%
35.1%

Amenities & Activities
Please consider each of the items listed below and rank how important you feel it would be for each to
be included in a community Aquatic Center.
Amenity/Activity: Indoor Pool
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

Amenity/Activity: Outdoor Pool
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

Amenity/Activity: Therapy Pool
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

Full Survey
36.1%
17.5%
13.8%
9.8%
22.9%

Full Survey
32.3%
21.6%
15.4%
9.3%
21.4%

Full Survey
29.0%
20.5%
17.1%
11.1%
22.3%

Full Survey Results

City of
Franklin
Residents
40.4%
18.1%
12.6%
8.7%
20.2%

Simpson
County
Residents
30.9%
16.7%
15.5%
11.1%
25.7%

City of
Franklin
Residents
37.0%
21.6%
14.1%
8.4%
18.8%

Simpson
County
Residents
26.7%
21.7%
17.2%
10.3%
24.0%

City of
Franklin
Residents
33.4%
20.6%
16.8%
9.3%
19.9%

Simpson
County
Residents
23.6%
20.7%
17.6%
13.5%
24.6%
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Amenity/Activity: Basketball Gym

Full Survey

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

13.7%
16.8%
15.1%
19.1%
35.3%

Amenity/Activity: Exercise Gym

Full Survey

Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

21.9%
18.0%
14.6%
13.7%
31.9%

Amenity/Activity: Indoor Walking Track
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

Amenity/Activity: Senior Center
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary
Amenity/Activity: Childcare Area
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

Full Survey
30.3%
19.7%
15.0%
9.2%
25.8%

Full Survey
30.1%
20.8%
16.7%
9.5%
22.9%
Full Survey
23.6%
19.1%
17.5%
12.0%
27.9%

Full Survey Results

City of
Franklin
Residents
16.6%
18.5%
15.4%
19.2%
30.4%

Simpson
County
Residents
10.2%
14.9%
14.6%
19.4%
40.9%

City of
Franklin
Residents
25.1%
19.8%
14.2%
13.7%
27.1%

Simpson
County
Residents
18.0%
15.8%
15.1%
13.8%
37.2%

City of
Franklin
Residents
33.1%
21.7%
14.6%
8.5%
22.1%

Simpson
County
Residents
26.9%
17.3%
15.6%
10.2%
29.9%

City of
Franklin
Residents
34.4%
20.5%
16.3%
8.3%
20.5%

Simpson
County
Residents
25.0%
21.5%
17.1%
11.0%
25.4%

City of
Franklin
Residents
27.1%
20.5%
16.4%
11.5%
24.6%

Simpson
County
Residents
19.2%
17.6%
18.9%
12.8%
31.5%
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Amenity/Activity: Classroom/Meeting
‘
Space
Very Important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Very Important
Completely Unnecessary

Full Survey
15.5%
15.4%
19.1%
16.6%
33.4%

City of
Franklin
Residents
18.4%
16.5%
19.3%
17.0%
28.9%

Simpson
County
Residents
12.0%
14.1%
18.8%
16.5%
38.6%

Are there amenities that are not listed that you think should be included?
See Appendix A for a list of amenities participants would like to see included.
Which of the following activities would you or a member of your family LIKELY or VERY LIKELY to
participate in if offered at the center? (check all that apply)
Activity

78.1%
63.2%
61.8%
61.6%
58.3%

City of
Franklin
Residents
76.1%
62.9%
64.2%
61.3%
60.3%

Simpson
County
Residents
80.5%
63.3%
58.2%
62.1%
55.3%

52.4%

53.3%

50.4%

52.0%
46.8%
46.8%
43.1%
41.6%
40.5%
39.4%
37.4%
31.8%
30.1%
21.3%
20.9%
20.6%
15.5%
14.2%
9.5%
4.8%

52.6%
32.2%
45.5%
42.9%
43.4%
40.1%
41.6%
37.6%
38.3%
31.5%
21.3%
21.7%
19.9%
16.5%
15.1%
10.5%
4.8%

51.0%
31.1%
48.4%
43.4%
38.7%
40.8%
35.9%
37.1%
34.0%
28.1%
21.5%
19.9%
21.5%
14.1%
13.1%
8.0%
4.7%

Full Survey

Indoor Walking Track
Water Aerobics or other Water Exercise Program
Swimming for Exercise
Physical Therapy offered by health care professional
Recreational Swimming
Facility use for social events such as birthday
parties/meetings
Activities for Senior Citizens
Zumba/Aqua Zumba
Senior Fitness Class
First Aid/CPR/AED Training
Healthy Eating/Cooking Classes
Beginners Swimming Class/Learn-to-Swim Program
Family night/entertainment
Yoga Class
Strength Training
After school program
Advanced Swimming/Lifeguard Certification Class
Scuba Class
Kayaking Class
Racquetball
Water Volleyball/Hockey/Polo
Competitive Swimming
Pickle Ball

Are there other activities in which you would LIKELY or VERY LIKELY participate if they were offered at the
center?
See Appendix B for a list of other activities participants gave.
Full Survey Results
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How likely would you be to rent the facility to use for a party, meeting or other event?
Response

Full Survey

Very Likely
Likely
Somewhat Likely
Somewhat Unlikely
Unlikely
Very Unlikely

10.0%
9.6%
17.8%
6.0%
14.1%
42.5%

City of Franklin
Residents
11.8%
10.7%
19.0%
5.4%
14.5%
38.5%

Simpson County
Residents
7.8%
8.2%
16.5%
6.7%
13.8%
47.0%

Membership Fees & Payment Options
If you use the Aquatic Center, how would you prefer to pay?
Full Survey

City of Franklin
Residents

Simpson County
Residents

42.7%

41.0%

44.9%

35.9%

36.7%

35.0%

Yearly membership fee

16.4%

17.1%

15.5%

Seasonal membership
fee (summer only)

5.0%

5.2%

4.5%

Response
Pay a daily rate as you
use the facility
Monthly membership
fee

If monthly membership,
what type?
Individual
Family
Both

Full Survey
30.3%
66.9%
2.8%

If annual membership,
what type?
Individual
Family
Both

Full Survey
18.0%
78.1%
3.9%

City of Franklin
Residents
33.4%
64.5%
2.0%

Simpson County
Residents
26.1%
70.0%
3.9%

City of Franklin
Residents
25.0%
71.3%
3.7%

Simpson County
Residents
7.6%
88.0%
4.4%

What would you expect to pay for an individual single day visit?
Daily Rate:

Full Survey

$2 per day
$4 per day
$6 per day
$8 per day

25.3%
33.4%
29.3%
12.0%

City of Franklin
Residents
25.9%
33.0%
30.5%
10.7%

Simpson County
Residents
24.3%
33.8%
28.2%
13.7%

Average: All respondents = $ 4.56
Full Survey Results
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What would you expect to pay for an individual monthly membership?
Monthly Rate:

Full Survey

$10-$19
$20-$25
$26-$34
$35-$44
More than $45

26.2%
34.9%
21.3%
12.8%
4.9%

City of Franklin
Residents
26.8%
36.0%
20.0%
13.3%
3.8%

Simpson County
Residents
25.3%
33.2%
23.0%
12.2%
6.3%

Average: All respondents = $25.28
What would you expect to pay for a annual family membership?
Annual Rate:
$25-$34
$35-$44
$45-$54
$55-$64
More than $65

Full Survey
27.7%
25.0%
24.4%
14.3%
8.7%

City of Franklin
Residents
27.9%
25.4%
23.8%
15.4%
7.5%

Simpson County
Residents
27.3%
24.2%
25.4%
12.9%
10.1%

Average: All respondents = $44.17

Funding
To fund the proposed Aquatic Center and other tourism attraction projects, would you be supportive of
the City passing a 3% tax on prepared food purchases and 3% Transient Room Tax on hotel rooms?
Full Survey

City of Franklin
Residents

Simpson County
Residents

34.2%

38.7%

29.1%

42.8%

37.5%

49.0%

Undecided at this time

17.4%

16.8%

18.0%

Do not understand how the Restaurant
and Transient Room tax would work

5.6%

7.0%

3.9%

Level of Support:
Yes, I support the Restaurant and
Transient Room Tax to fund this project
No, I do not support the restaurant and
Transient Room Tax

Full Survey Results
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If yes, in what other ways should the city invest any additional funds that may be generated from
this tax beyond what is needed to operate the Aquatic Center? (check all that apply)
Other Investments from Funds
Improvements to the Community Park
Bike Paths
Sidewalks
Community Events
New Business Attraction
Public Parking
Downtown Beautification Program
Splash Pad/Green Space
Marketing/Publicity to bring more people
the City
Outdoor Skate Park
Corridor Beautification (31-W leading into
downtown)
Other*

62.6%
48.9%
47.7%
45.3%
33.9%
29.9%
29.3%
29.0%

City of Franklin
Residents
63.5%
51.7%
53.6%
48.8%
34.3%
29.7%
30.0%
29.2%

Simpson County
Residents
60.3%
44.4%
38.1%
39.3%
33.3%
30.6%
27.8%
27.4%

28.3%

29.7%

26.2%

26.0%

26.6%

23.8%

24.5%

25.8%

21.8%

19.3%

16.7%

22.2%

Full Survey

*See Appendix C for Other Ways for City to Invest Excess Funds

If no, are there other funding sources that you recommend for this project?
Please see Appendix D for other funding sources participants recommended for this project.
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the annual operating expenses,
what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?
Please see Appendix E for other actions participants recommended to cover expenses for the facility
should a shortfall occur.

About You
How many people are in your home?

# in Home
Minimum
Maximum
Mean (Average)
Median
Mode (Most Frequently Reported)

`Full Survey

Full Survey Results

1
11
2.6
2
2

City of
Franklin
Residents
11
11
2.5
2
2

Simpson
County
Residents
10
2.7
2
2
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Please indicate the gender and age category for each person that lives in your home:
Person completing the Survey:
Gender of Person
Completing the Survey
Female
Male

Age of Person
Completing the Survey
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+

Full Survey
64.8%
35.2%

Full Survey
1.9%
10.1%
13.4%
16.9%
19.2%
25.4%
10.3%
2.8%

City of Franklin
Residents
66.1%
33.9%

Simpson County
Residents
62.8%
37.2%

City of Franklin
Residents
2.4%
12.3%
13.5%
14.8%
18.6%
24.6%
10.3%
3.6%

Simpson County
Residents
1.4%
7.1%
12.7%
19.7%
20.2%
26.5%
10.5%
2.0%

All others represented in the survey:
Total:

3,074 residents in addition to those completing the survey

Gender of others
represented in the survey
Female
Male
Age of Person
Completing the Survey
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-17
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+

Full Survey
47.3%
52.7%

Full Survey
8.0%
10.4%
10.8%
6.4%
11.0%
8.8%
9.0%
9.5%
9.8%
11.2%
4.2%
0.9%

City of Franklin
Residents
47.2%
52.8%
City of Franklin
Residents
8.3%
11.0%
12.6%
6.1%
11.3%
9.4%
9.9%
8.1%
8.8%
9.6%
3.9%
0.9%

Full Survey Results

Simpson County
Residents
47.7%
52.3%
Simpson County
Residents
7.6%
9.6%
8.6%
6.5%
10.7%
8.1%
7.8%
11.2%
11.2%
13.1%
4.6%
1.0
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How long have you lived in Simpson County/Area?
How Long in Simpson
County/Area
Less than one year
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-19 years
20-29 years
More than 30 years

Full Survey
1.7%
9.1%
7.0%
10.4%
12.1%
59.7%

City of Franklin
Residents
2.5%
12.5%
7.6%
10.9%
10.9%
55.6%

Simpson County
Residents
0.7%
4.7%
6.5%
9.7%
13.7%
64.8%

See Appendix F for Additional Comments made by survey participants.

Full Survey Results
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Profile of Those Indicating Aquatic Center is Not Important
Residence:
48.5% City of Franklin
51.5% Simpson County
Participation:
12.9% Indicated they would likely/very likely participate in at least one of the activities
listed in the survey: (top 3 activities)
-Indoor Walking Track
-Physical Therapy
-Activities for Senior Citizens
Transient Room Tax and Restaurant Tax Support:
2.2%
85.7%
7.8%
4.3%

Support tax
Do not support tax
Undecided about tax
Don’t understand tax

Gender
49.3% Female
50.7% Male

Full Survey Results
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Profile of Those Indicating They Did Not Support the Transient Room &
Restaurant Tax to Fund the Aquatic Center
Residence:
48.7% City of Franklin
51.3% Simpson County
Importance of Aquatic Center in Franklin:
2.2%
2.2%
19.7%
75.9%

Very important
Important
Somewhat Important
Not Important

Participation:
16.8% Indicated they would likely/very likely participate in at least one of the activities
listed in the survey: (top 3 activities)
-Indoor Walking Track
-Physical Therapy
-Recreational Swimming
Gender
52.8% Female
47.2% Male

Full Survey Results
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City/County

APPENDIX A
Are there amenities that are not listed that you think should be included?

Both

Better sewer pipes and sidewalks on W Cedar St

Both

Skating rink, bowling

Both

Spend the money on the homeless and children that need adoption, donate to cancer
society

Both

Water park for kids can be kids

Franklin

A cafeteria that provides healthy food that most North Americans tend not to eat,
planned by a certified dietician. Also, a sensible dietician who knows about recent
research in nutritional sciences should be made available

Franklin

A food court

Franklin

A full time fire dept. Response time could save lives!

Franklin

A lazy river, water slide, and children's splash area would be cool but not necessary
A place to sell healthy food and drinks to put money back in the place. Feed the
homeless
A track and field center for the high schools to use

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Access to low income children
Although these things are nice, only if it could be financially supported without increasing
taxes
Bicycle and walking trails, skate park

Franklin

Birthday party rooms. Franklin doesn't have one single place that hosts parties

Franklin

Birthday party space and convention, tennis

Franklin

Bowling alley, skating rink, outdoor skate park

Franklin

Café, restaurant

Franklin

Canteen with food and drinks. Desk with floaties for sale

Franklin

Computer lab

Franklin

Concessions

Franklin

Concessions stand

Franklin

Dog park (x2)

Franklin

Don’t build it

Franklin

Don’t need anything

Franklin

Don't need this!

Franklin

Easy access for handicapped

Franklin

Food and drink vender, on site therapist, transportation for seniors

Franklin

Food and snacks

Franklin

Food area, concessions

Franklin

Food court

Franklin

Food court or snack area

Franklin

Food court or vending area

Franklin

Franklin does not need this center

Franklin

Franklin has a Senior Center perfect an area for lower income - improve it

Franklin

Franklin needs public transportation, not having it would be a problem for some

Franklin

Game room

Franklin

Good bathroom, Shower rooms, Food court

Franklin

Group exercise such as yoga, pilates

Franklin

Appendix A
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City/County

APPENDIX A
Are there amenities that are not listed that you think should be included?

Franklin

Handicap access

Franklin

Health education

Franklin

Healthy café, scuba section, activity center

Franklin

Healthy snack and drink machines

Franklin

Healthy snack bar

Franklin

Hobby classes such as macramé, planting, gardening, reading, writing.

Franklin

Hot tub

Franklin

Hot tub, playground like the one Gallatin, TN used to have, sauna

Franklin

Hot tub, sauna

Franklin

Hot tub, sauna for adults only

Franklin

Hot tub, sauna, steam room, concessions area

Franklin

Hot tub, steam room, sauna

Franklin

Hot tub, yoga

Franklin

Hot yoga

Franklin

How about maintaining existing park

Franklin

I do not support the Aquatic Center project

Franklin

I don’t want it and I'm tired of paying for things I don't use

Franklin

I think the convention center meeting room idea was important. If they could also have
two and the sections divided into 3 rooms each to hold about 35 or so people

Franklin

Indoor pool only

Franklin

Indoor showers, security cameras, watching pool.

Franklin

Instructional classes on various topics

Franklin

Jacuzzi (x2)

Franklin

Jacuzzi, sauna, steam room

Franklin

Kiddies water play area

Franklin

Kids play area where the parents won't have to worry about them getting hurt

Franklin

Lap swim meter lane

Franklin

Lazy river

Franklin

Locker rooms, showers

Franklin

Lounge area with pool table

Franklin

Massage, wellness spa, yoga, cycling (spinning class)

Franklin

Men and women's locker rooms

Franklin

Miniature golf, bowling center

Franklin

Movie theaters, park and road upgrades

Franklin

Need sewers worked on, roads widened, water lines leaking

Franklin

No more taxes!

Franklin

Franklin

No the whole project is a waste of time and money.
No. Most of the above are redundant, that is, already provided elsewhere in the
community
No. Waste of money

Franklin

Not in Franklin, especially at the proposed cost! It's ridiculous and won't be supported

Franklin

Not that I can think of

Franklin
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Franklin

Outdoor basketball goals, tennis courts

Franklin

Outdoor beach volleyball

Franklin

Outdoor play area for kids with picnic tables

Franklin

Outdoor skate park

Franklin

Outdoor walking area

Franklin

Outdoor walking paths

Franklin

Outdoor walking track (x5)

Franklin

Outdoor walking track would be nice as well

Franklin

Outdoor walking track, picnic area

Franklin

Outdoor walking trail; outdoor exercise

Franklin

Outside, inside play area

Franklin

Pilates, yoga classes

Franklin

Perhaps a concession area

Franklin

Personal trainers, diet, exercise classes, after school programs, scuba classes

Franklin

Picnic and swing area

Franklin

Picnic area

Franklin

Place to eat, relax

Franklin

Playground area for kids, rock climbing, pet friendly area, spa area

Franklin

Pool tables ping pong tables etc.

Franklin

Possibly public tennis and a "putt putt"

Franklin

Protein concessions and ice cream for kids possibly

Franklin

Putting green

Franklin

Racquet/ hard ball court, tennis court

Franklin

Racquetball

Franklin

Racquetball court, outdoor walking trail

Franklin

Racquetball, tennis courts

Franklin

Racquetball, the project needs to be scaled down

Franklin

Recreation area for teenagers

Franklin

Refreshment area

Franklin

Rock climbing

Franklin

Rock climbing wall

Franklin

Roller skating

Franklin

Rooms for rental for family, business, meetings, etc.

Franklin

Safe outdoor walking track

Franklin

Sauna (x2)

Franklin

Sauna or steam room

Franklin

Sauna! Great therapy and super healthy!

Franklin

Secure and private local closed meeting group meeting area for victims of abuse

Franklin

Separate pool for children

Franklin

Shelter for indigent or abused

Franklin

Shooting range

Franklin

Shower room
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Franklin

Showers

Franklin

Shuffleboard court; Place to have musicians get together

Franklin

Singing get together

Franklin

Small park, dog park, smoothie bar, snack area

Franklin

Smoking area

Franklin

Snack bar (x4)

Franklin

Snack bar, vending

Franklin

Snack center

Franklin

Snack, food space

Franklin

Spa pool

Franklin

Splash area for children and a water slide

Franklin

Splash pad

Franklin

Splash pad for toddlers

Franklin

Splash Pad something geared more for toddlers ages 0-3 yr

Franklin

Steam, sauna

Franklin

Support groups for the community

Franklin

Swimming class

Franklin

Tanning beds

Franklin

Tennis and volleyball courts, baseball fields

Franklin

Tennis courts

Franklin

Tennis courts, outdoor basketball courts

Franklin

The aquatic center should not be built!

Franklin

There needs to be water slides. More than just one or two

Franklin

This is very biased

Franklin

Transportation

Franklin

Transportation to and from the facility

Franklin

Walking trails

Franklin

Water slide for a pool looks small

Franklin

We don’t need and town can't afford

Franklin

Wet n Dry sauna, jacuzzi pool

Franklin

Yes, don't raise taxes for something the town can't afford!

Franklin

Yes, tax tax tax tax tax. That is all you know

Franklin

Yes, try fixing drainage ditches, or mow them yourselves. City needs fulltime fire dept

Franklin

Yes, We do not need a convention center

Franklin

Yes-Stop-Think! Waste our money some place else

Franklin

Yoga classes, exercise classes

Simpson

24 hour access to gym and indoor pool
A large space (maybe meeting spaces that could be broken into one large space) to be
used for expos/concerts/etc.
A place to dance and have a band
A room for exercise classes, volleyball courts, and tennis (courts can be multi-purpose).
Outside: sport and skate complex

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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Simpson

A slide for kids and a kids area to walk in with splash pad

Simpson

Additions mean more money, why not start small and add as needed

Simpson

Aerobics, jazzercise

Simpson

Affordable child care with multiple kids

Simpson

Aqua treadmill/bike

Simpson

Archery and gun range

Simpson

Area for birthday parties, showers, etc.

Simpson

Bar

Simpson

Batting cages, cooking lessons, racquetball

Simpson

Be more economical and do pools only. Schools, churches have the other facilities

Simpson

Beverage and snack

Simpson

Birthday party pool rentals

Simpson

Bowling alley (x3)

Simpson

Bowling alley, skating rink

Simpson

Simpson

Bowling, skating
Classes throughout the year that teach proper nutrition, adults to dance, kids of all ages
exercise, safety and self-defense
Closer to downtown to provide easier access

Simpson

Club activities for preteen & teens/adult supervision

Simpson

Concessions for outdoor pool

Simpson

Convention center or large community room

Simpson

Corn field

Simpson

Craft classes i.e. pottery, gardening, cooking

Simpson

Daycare for working parents where they only pay $40 a week

Simpson

Don't need new center!

Simpson

Don't start this to begin with

Simpson

Easily accessible parking

Simpson

Food sales

Simpson

Simpson

Franklin does not need such a big complex-maybe a pool but not this
Franklin needs a well run indoor/outdoor pool with nice dressing rooms, not all the other
stuff
Full time fire department!

Simpson

Gymnastics, aerobic center

Simpson

Healthy eating or food prep for diabetics, salt-free and low calorie meals

Simpson

Healthy snack bar

Simpson

Hot tub (x3)

Simpson

Hot tub, dry sauna

Simpson

Hot tub, group class aerobics, intramural sports, racquetball, tennis courts

Simpson

Hot tub, sauna, steam room area

Simpson

Hot tub, spin class
I agree that Franklin needs something but this facility is way too big; couldn't handle the
costs!

Simpson

Simpson

Simpson
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I believe Franklin is in need of a public pool (indoor/outdoor), but not necessarily an
aquatic center that would draw people from other areas. Don't believe an aquatic
center would do that because there are too many options in the surrounding counties for
those residents to use
In place swimming pools

Simpson

Instruction area and cost
Just build an outdoor pool. Could have built one already with the money spent on this
project
Locker room with showers - private showers and a lazy river!

Simpson

Male/ Female locker rooms; steam room; massage therapy

Simpson

Massage chairs

Simpson

Medically trained staff

Simpson

Movie theatre

Simpson

Need a pool only

Simpson

Nice locker rooms with showers

Simpson

No, but there are churches in Franklin that will allow you to walk

Simpson

No, Franklin only needs a community pool

Simpson

No, I think the most important amenities are the pools and play structures

Simpson

Nothing with my tax dollars!

Simpson

Nutrition classes, cooking classes, hobby classes

Simpson

Outdoor park, picnic area

Simpson

Outdoor walking track

Simpson

Outdoor walking, running track, walking/biking trail

Simpson

Party room (x2)

Simpson

Party room near indoor pool for swim parties

Simpson

Plenty of parking

Simpson

Probably would never use it

Simpson

Psychiatric center for those who think that the center is a good idea

Simpson

Racquetball (x4)

Simpson

Racquetball room

Simpson

Restaurant or food court

Simpson

Restaurant, picnic area

Simpson

Restaurant, snack bar, outside play area for babies, toddlers

Simpson

Sauna (x2)

Simpson

Separate children's, adult's pool areas, concessions, snacks

Simpson

Skateboarding area! Many children stake streets and need a skate park

Simpson

Simpson

Snack bar with water, coffee, soda, etc.
Some type of food service people would spend more time here if they could feed the
kids
Splash pad

Simpson

Splash pad, water sliders, diving boards

Simpson

Steam room, jacuzzi

Simpson

Swim lessons for kids

Simpson

Simpson
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Simpson

Tennis courts, changing rooms and lockers, spa, hot tub, sauna, outdoor track

Simpson

This is a complete waste of county, city time and money

Simpson

This project should be an outdoor pool only

Simpson

Vending machines

Simpson

Volleyball

Simpson

Volleyball area, corn hole area, horseshoe pits, sprinkle area for kids

Simpson

Waste of money

Simpson

Water aerobics

Simpson

Water area for small children like sprays with colorful animals

Simpson

We need moderate priced, adjustable sizing meeting spaces for events with the facility

Simpson

Weight room including gym

Simpson

Wooden dance floor

Simpson

Would like to see some taken away

Simpson

Would not use the aquatic center

Simpson

Yes a Cheddars restaurant

Simpson

YMCA
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Are there other activities in which you would LIKELY/VERY LIKELY participate if offered
at the center?

Franklin

All depends on what is offered and cost

Franklin

American Red Cross Center

Franklin

Any and all

Franklin

Any fitness or wellness class at a reasonable price

Franklin

Aqua cycling, aqua treadmill. Aqua weight training

Franklin

Art classes- this is a great outlet and family activity

Franklin

Ballroom dance instruction, smoking cessions classes

Franklin

Basketball

Franklin

Basketball, volleyball leagues

Franklin

Basketball practice

Franklin

Basketball, volleyball leagues

Franklin

Bingo

Franklin

Bowling

Franklin

Bowling, corn hole and bingo

Franklin

Bridge Club, class

Franklin

Canning, baking classes

Franklin

Corn hole game area

Franklin

Dance classes - country, couple dance; sign language

Franklin

Dance for adults

Franklin

Diving

Franklin

Dodge ball, martial arts, boxing, self defense classes, wrestling

Franklin

Dodgeball tournaments

Franklin

First aide training, swimming, walking track, activities for seniors

Franklin

Fitness classes are offered at gyms in Franklin, this would hurt local businesses

Franklin

Franklin needs a bowling alley, skating rink for kids

Franklin

FSHS Swim team, practice, training, and meets

Franklin

Hot yoga

Franklin

Hydro rider, H2O Cardio, Glidefit

Franklin

Ice skating in winter

Franklin

If it is affordable for low income families

Franklin

If privately built and owned and not funded by more taxes, yes!

Franklin

Intramural sports

Franklin

It needs a lazy river

Franklin

Kayaking, water aerobics, aqua zumba, healthy eating/cooking class

Franklin

Kickboxing

Franklin

Knitting class, Gardening classes

Franklin

Knitting/crochet classes, any arts and crafts

Franklin

Line dance classes

Franklin

Local doctors don’t talk to patients about diet and exercise

Franklin

Make sure affordable to rent for reunions and such
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at the center?

Franklin

Martial Arts (x2)

Franklin

Movie nights

Franklin

No I do not support the Aquatic Center project

Franklin

No I'm not interested in activities

Franklin

No we have several therapy places in town

Franklin

No, waste of money

Franklin

None - saving money

Franklin

None don't need this

Franklin

None probably never use facility

Franklin

None! Most are offered elsewhere in city already!

Franklin

Ones listed already and this is very exciting!

Franklin

Our town is not big enough to have that money participants in these programs

Franklin

Outdoor walking

Franklin

Outdoor walking and running trail

Franklin

Pilates

Franklin

Personal training plus size classes/swimming

Franklin

Pottery, painting and belly dancing classes

Franklin

Putt putt

Franklin

Recreational swimming

Franklin

Sauna, computer/internet

Franklin

Scuba, first aid

Franklin

Self defense class

Franklin

Senior

Franklin

Senior beauty pageants, talent shows

Franklin

Franklin

Shuffleboard court
Some public lectures on health, nutrition. Might want to consider a counselor for children and seniors
(and others who may need counseling)
Spin classes

Franklin

Support Groups - Diabetes, Alzheimer's, grief, etc.

Franklin

Swimming

Franklin

Swimming for the disabled

Franklin

Swimming, exercise, family entertainment

Franklin

Synchronized swimming

Franklin

Tabata, kickboxing

Franklin

TaiChi (x2)

Franklin

Tanning bed, Weight lifting, treadmill

Franklin

Tennis (x3)

Franklin

Volleyball, basketball league

Franklin

Walking track and indoor basketball gym

Franklin

Water safety!

Franklin
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at the center?

Franklin

Weight loss program, general fitness program, boxing

Franklin

Who will pay the water bill?

Franklin

Would love a healthy eating advice and meeting area to train for a healthy lifestyle

Franklin

Year around competitive swimming for youth

Franklin

Zumba, cooking

Simpson

A nice playground outside or outside walk, bike path

Simpson

A regular exercise class, exercises only

Simpson

Adult dancing class ballroom and modern

Simpson

Aerobics, jazzercise

Simpson

Arcade

Simpson

Archery range

Simpson

Arts, more projects, craft nights. Classes for acting, sewing, "how-to's" and holiday celebrations

Simpson

Ballroom dancing/bop; line dancing/country-western couples dancing

Simpson

Billiards for seniors

Simpson

Birthday parties

Simpson

Bowling lanes

Simpson

Bowling roller skating

Simpson

Casting and fly fishing

Simpson

Classes to quit smoking, drinking, diabetic classes

Simpson

Community education programs, scout activities

Simpson

Computer classes

Simpson

Computer training classes for people over age 50

Simpson

Crafts, gardening

Simpson

Definitely! Activities for senior citizens

Simpson

Diving lessons

Simpson

Education regarding diet

Simpson

Float in movie nights

Simpson

Having a swim team at F.S. school

Simpson

I exercise at home and walk outdoors, so not interested in facility

Simpson

Indoor swimming in fall/winter

Simpson

Inspirational, teaching lectures

Simpson

It would be nice to have an outdoor walking and running track

Simpson

Known cost

Simpson

Learn to swim program, Zumba

Simpson

Line dancing, country band

Simpson

Massage therapist

Simpson

Music art classes

Simpson

No, price is too high, only for the rich
None of the above. feel we pay enough to the city for shit they don't need. No one in my family
goes to school and yet the school taxes are higher than property tax

Simpson
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at the center?

Simpson

Not likely to use any of these

Simpson

Nothing with my tax dollars!

Simpson

Nutrition classes combined with aquacise

Simpson

Organized activities for seniors, i.e. trivia competitions, card teams, volunteer to assist with children

Simpson

Outdoor walking, biking trail

Simpson

Outdoor water park

Simpson

Quilting, sewing classes, art classes

Simpson

Racquetball

Simpson

Recreational, exercise, fun

Simpson

Saturday night entertainment not in competition with concerts on the square

Simpson

Scuba

Simpson

Self defense and safety, dance (ballroom, etc.)

Simpson

Self defense, tactical class, mma classes

Simpson

Skate park would be used daily

Simpson

Skating rink, pool tables, game room

Simpson

Softball for seniors or women

Simpson

Stair master, elliptical, treadmill

Simpson

Summer camp for kids

Simpson

Water aerobics, hot tub

Simpson

Workout area with bikes, weights, other things

Simpson

Yes, It would be nice if you offered an outdoor walking/running trail

Simpson

YMCA
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Both

Indoor skating rink, bowling

Both

Lower the property tax

Franklin

2nd screen at the drive-in

Franklin

A dog park would be fantastic and is much needed

Franklin

A safe place to go walk

Franklin

All entryways coming into our community

Franklin

Becoming a tree city

Franklin

Bowling alley

Franklin

Bowling alley, skate rink

Franklin
Franklin

Boys and Girls Club
Bring more businesses to Franklin. We need more restaurants and another grocery store

Franklin

Buses from town to Center

Franklin

City buildings energy efficiency

Franklin

Create jobs at the center

Franklin

Crosswalks around the city

Franklin

Designate historic areas and preservation ordinances.

Franklin

DO NOT NEED EXTRA TAX

Franklin

Dog park (x6)

Franklin
Franklin

Don't tax us!
Extra funds? You have to be kidding! Get smart elected officials!

Franklin

Fire Department

Franklin

Fix storm drains

Franklin

Fix the drainage ditches

Franklin

Get with Regal Cinemas about a theater

Franklin

Greenway!!

Franklin

Greenway at one of the parks
Greenways, parks developed, river access

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Local infrastructure
More and better turn lanes on S. Main

Franklin

Museum

Franklin
Franklin

New library
Other things for kids to do. (bowling, skating)

Franklin

Outdoors tennis courts with the county park, walking paths

Franklin

Pothole repair

Franklin

Public safety

Franklin

Put money into city facilities

Franklin

Retire center debt

Franklin

Return money to taxpayers

Franklin

Skating rink (Skatebox), shooting range

Franklin

Stop the tax
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Franklin

Tennis courts

Franklin

Walking trails - hiking

Franklin

Whatever is needed

Franklin

YMCA

Simpson

24 hour fire protection

Simpson

A "greenway" like White House, TN and Henderson, TN have

Simpson
Simpson

Any of the above
Arts. Community classes for the younger generation that cannot afford further education,
but would love to be pillars of our community

Simpson

Bike trail on side walks on Morgantown Rd

Simpson
Simpson

Boys and Girls Club (x3)
Change the way the turn lights are set!

Simpson

Cinema, solar panels for pool house

Simpson
Simpson

Clean, insect-free walking trail
Corridor beautification (Hwy 100 East into downtown at Drakes Creek)

Simpson

County wide high speed internet access

Simpson

Create new jobs, invest in the community

Simpson

Create smaller neighborhood parks

Simpson

Cut taxes

Simpson

Dog park (x4)

Simpson

Don't build this thing

Simpson

Don't need

Simpson

Fair

Simpson

Family fun center

Simpson

Fix the streets, they are rough as hell

Simpson

Forget building it

Simpson

Full time Fire Dept

Simpson

Full time Fire Dept

Simpson

Greenway (x2)

Simpson
Simpson

Greenway for walking
Hire a GIS guy to do a feasibility analysis

Simpson

Hwy 100 from 1008 and Hwy 100 into city

Simpson

I-65 exit areas

Simpson

Improve water lines

Simpson

Improving road conditions

Simpson
Simpson

Indoor skating ring, bowling alley and movie theater, and nice sit-down restaurants
Live Passion of Christ play/ Spy cams to rid drug dealers, especially in schools and on the
square

Simpson

Make our so called lake better so that people can fish from the bank. Clean it up!

Simpson

More activities and attractions for kids

Simpson

More for kids and seniors
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Simpson

More for kids to do. Movie theater, bowling

Simpson

More police presence to provide security at the facility

Simpson

Mune Theatre, mall

Simpson

Need a Starbucks!

Simpson
Simpson

Need a variety of restaurants
Neighborhood parks/playgrounds

Simpson

New pavement main streets

Simpson

Nice restaurant on the square

Simpson

No Aquatic Center

Simpson

Pay off debt

Simpson

Put back into water park

Simpson

Repairing potholes and runs in the streets

Simpson

School beautification

Simpson

Schools, Boys and Girls Club

Simpson

Small park in town

Simpson

Softball fields

Simpson

Spending too much money

Simpson

State taxes

Simpson

Support the playhouse

Simpson

Taxes from new Ford dealership
There is no way these taxes will ever pay for this white elephant project!

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

There won't be any additional funds!
There won't be any funds leftover, and you know it

Simpson

These are thing we actually need

Simpson

Things for kids, teens

Simpson

This won't happen

Simpson

Try building a plow for snow
Upkeep on projects or school support or get rid of tax

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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If no, are there other funding sources that you recommend for this project?

Both

Get private investors to fund. Keep the City Officials focused on other priorities!!

Both

Not for this project

Both

Private

Both

Sell shirts, concerts in the park

Franklin

1% Business Tax for all businesses

Franklin

A .25% general sales tax that is county-wide

Franklin

A family theatre - showing family movies at a reasonable rate

Franklin

A quarter cent sales tax as other places I've lived have done

Franklin

Against the project

Franklin

Franklin

Alcohol sales tax
Anything but more taxes. We are taxed more than we can handle now with school taxes & roads.
Can't stand much more
Aren't we paying to get in?

Franklin

As much as the fees are going to be, it should be self sustained

Franklin

Ask Brad Kelly to build one. Government doesn’t need to be in this business

Franklin

Bake sale

Franklin

Better education for our children and job opportunities to keep here so we can grow

Franklin

Bonds

Franklin

Bonds, savings, endowments, low interest loans

Franklin

Campaign for private donations

Franklin

Can the center fund itself?

Franklin

Cancel it

Franklin

Center isn't necessary

Franklin

Choose a project that could be used year-round

Franklin

Citizens would be paying for something that a majority would not ever use!

Franklin

City officials' salaries, school officials' salaries

Franklin

City to stop buying buildings and not using them for anything

Franklin

Franklin

Community donations and support
Considering the socio-economic issues in Franklin(such as most students receive free and reduced
lunch, and an average income below the national average) it makes absolutely no sense to have
an aquatic center in Franklin
Cut city officials salaries and perks

Franklin

Cut wasteful spending by the city already

Franklin

Do not build this

Franklin

Do not do it if taxing us even more

Franklin

Do not increase taxes

Franklin

Don't build

Franklin

Don’t build such an enormous facility that this town cannot afford comfortably

Franklin

Don’t build the thing

Franklin

Don’t need another tax

Franklin

Don’t need to indebt city with this magnitude

Franklin

Franklin
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Franklin

Don’t see or understand why a few officials call the shots on how our money is spent for such things

Franklin

Don’t support funding of this project

Franklin

Don’t think Franklin needs this center. Would rather spend money on full time fire dept

Franklin

Donations

Franklin

Donations

Franklin

Donations and late fees that you charge the residents

Franklin

Don't build

Franklin

Don't build it! (x2)

Franklin

Don't do the project!

Franklin

Don't raise any taxes

Franklin

Drop it

Franklin

Drop people property taxes!

Franklin

Eliminate the local income tax!! No more taxes, fees!

Franklin

Federal grants, private grants

Franklin

Federal/state grant for improving healthy citizens

Franklin

Franklin

Fees for using facility
Franklin-Simpson County needs a full time fire department and new fire stations before even
considering an aquatic center!
Fund raisers, presale of memberships

Franklin

Fundraisers promoting advertising to sponsors

Franklin

Fundraising, downsizing

Franklin

Get is from other companies that we are overcharging for their services

Franklin

Get rid of unneeded city staff

Franklin

Government shouldn't use public money to fund private business

Franklin

Grants

Franklin

Hair cut tax, private donations, gambling tax, alcohol tax

Franklin

Have all politicians pick up aluminum cans along 31W

Franklin

How about taxes from beer sales and cigarettes?

Franklin

How about transportation to and from?

Franklin

How can city look to cut current cost that is not beneficial to taxpayers?

Franklin

I do not feel there could be any additional funds

Franklin

I do not recommend it be built and supported by taxes

Franklin

I do not recommend the project at all

Franklin

I do not recommend this project

Franklin

I do not want to see taxes rise to pay for this facility

Franklin

I don’t feel like this project is necessary of feasible

Franklin

I don't think this would cover the center, much less any additional
I personally feel to support a $20 mil debt there would be no excessive funds to support anything. I
can't see an imposed restaurant tax keeping such a large debt afloat. This is Franklin, KY, not a
metropolitan city such as Nashville or Louisville
I really don't think this is going to go over very good

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
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Franklin

I recommend this to never happen

Franklin

I think it is too large of a project for our size community.

Franklin

I think this is an unnecessary venture and I will be under-utilized

Franklin

I truly feel this project is beyond our needs given the cost

Franklin

Franklin

If a center can't be self-supporting, none
If the Boys and Girls Club can't support itself and FS Memorial Pool couldn't be sustained, the Aquatic
Center makes no sense
If the city can't afford it, don't build it

Franklin

If this facility is actually needed in the community it should be able to support itself

Franklin

Franklin

If you don't have the money to build, you shouldn't build
If you had more restaurants and hotels already this could work - not there yet. Start small first. Grow
the city then rethink this
Increase city tax

Franklin

Individual owner

Franklin

Inside city limits is taxes enough, water, sewer, trash pick-up. Use some from that

Franklin

Isn't this pretty optimistic?

Franklin

It should be self sustained or not build

Franklin

It supports itself or it dies

Franklin

Just forget it

Franklin

Lotto

Franklin

Make it smaller scale then add on as funding allows

Franklin

Make the ones using it pay more. No free rides

Franklin

Franklin

Membership rates need to cover building
Memberships, grants, hospital contract for therapy use, swim lesson fees, rental fee for meetings or
parties, school system contract for use
Money that tourism already has, and will generate can be utilized

Franklin

Nice steak or pasta restaurant

Franklin

No because we need more important things like fire/ police protection

Franklin

No center

Franklin

No comment

Franklin

No new tax (X3)

Franklin

No this is a stupid waste of money

Franklin

No! Franklin does not need and does not have the ability to support this!

Franklin

No! We do not need this in Franklin!

Franklin

No, I pay enough local taxes now

Franklin

No, in the long run, it would fall back on the citizens somehow (taxes…)

Franklin

No, not sure that government should operate such a facility

Franklin

No, the costs - both of construction as well as are underestimated

Franklin

No, the money that would be used for this could be used for more important things
No, the restaurant tax is a double whammy for those of us who eat out. There are not enough quality
restaurants to bring in outsiders to eat here
No, this is why we don't agree

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
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If no, are there other funding sources that you recommend for this project?

Franklin

No, we are not in support of this project

Franklin

No, we don't need this aquatic center

Franklin

No. A non-governmental entity would pursue such a project if viable!

Franklin

No; do not think it should become a burden for tax payers

Franklin

None. We do not need

Franklin

Not at this time

Franklin

Not in favor of this project

Franklin

Franklin

Not needed
On gas. Simpson is small, most people don't travel far to get where they are going. If residents feel
gas is too expensive, they can purchase in surrounding counties like BG. Let's take advantage of
higher gas prices since we're so close to the interstate
Only use for this project

Franklin

Outdoor walking track

Franklin

Paid parking

Franklin

Pay down pool debt

Franklin

Pay to use

Franklin

Personal fund of mayor or whoever wants it

Franklin

Private (x2)

Franklin

Private businesses

Franklin

Private company - I believe the government and taxes shouldn't run a business

Franklin

Private corporate funding, do not tax restaurants and hotels for people who will never use it

Franklin

Private enterprise

Franklin

Private interest - No taxes of any sort

Franklin

Private investors

Franklin

Franklin

Private investors to operate facility leased from city at a rate to pay mortgage
Private owner. The city government doesn’t need to be involved, this is unnecessary taxation for our
residents. This is nothing but a trophy hunt for our mayor. A private firm would have already done this
if it was feasible
Project is unnecessary! (x2)

Franklin

Property tax

Franklin

Public donations, individual donations

Franklin

Put a large tax on alcoholic beverages, similar to the cigarette tax

Franklin

Raise city and county taxes

Franklin

Raise electric or water tax

Franklin

Reduce the school taxes to pay for it

Franklin

Residents using facility should cover expenses

Franklin

Room tax for visitors, restaurant tax would be more on local residents

Franklin

Salaries of the mayor, city manager, and city commissioner

Franklin

Sales of bonds

Franklin

Scrap the Aquatic Center

Franklin

Sell property around the city that is owned by the city

Franklin

Senior citizens can't afford more taxes; fixed income

Franklin

Franklin
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Franklin

Something besides my taxes or increased cost to me

Franklin

State Lottery

Franklin

Take out of the commissioners' salaries

Franklin

Tax alcohol

Franklin

Tax alcohol, coke, and sweet things that affect health

Franklin

Tax local sporting events

Franklin

Tax on utilities

Franklin

Tax revenue from Kentucky Downs

Franklin

Tax the poor, they get everything free already. I'm taxed out
The Boys & Girls Club can't keep it funded or raise enough for it to operate properly without Kenny
Perry's help

Franklin
Franklin

The city couldn't keep the previous pool updated and open; how can it expect to keep this open?

Franklin

The city of Franklin doesn’t and can't support this

Franklin

The city of Franklin should fund this center

Franklin

The tax payers wind up paying millions

Franklin

There are far too many projects Franklin could be funding instead

Franklin

There's other things in the city that needs to be done

Franklin

This is a pie in the sky dream with no viable source of funding

Franklin

This is a waste of tax money

Franklin

This is more thank our small town can afford and benefit from or use

Franklin

This needs to be sustained by funds from use. Aquatic center revenue only

Franklin

This project is too expensive to fund

Franklin

This project shouldn't be funded

Franklin

Those using the center should pay

Franklin

Tourism - What is done with money already collected?

Franklin

Undecided

Franklin

Use some of the alcohol tax to fund it too

Franklin

User fee if you don’t use it you don’t pay for it

Franklin

User fees donations solicitations

Franklin

Walks to raise money

Franklin

We already pay enough taxes!

Franklin

We cannot afford!

Franklin

We do not need the building. Franklin is too small of a town

Franklin

We do not need this facility. Franklin would not support it

Franklin

We do not need this. We can't even keep local restaurants open because of poor management

Franklin

We don’t need it

Franklin

We don't need Aquatic Center Funds for Simpson Co. because the existing funds are being misused

Franklin

We don't need it!
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Franklin

We don't need the bells and whistles! We have lots of gyms here and we have walking tracks,
basketball courts are at the park. We really just need indoor/ outdoor pool, no water park needed! I
think we need to start small and build from there! Not blow it up before we know if it will succeed!

Franklin

We don't need this project

Franklin

With the present Revenue and expense information not enough is known to make a decision

Franklin

Yes, only fair way is to have it on property tax

Franklin

You all just carry on at your Country Club, and leave middle class alone

Simpson

5% Transient Room tax and 2% tax on liquor or gambling

Simpson

A multi million dollar cess pool is the last thing Franklin needs

Simpson

Anything but property tax

Simpson

Anything other than increased taxes, grants, private donations

Simpson

Ask a landowner to donate land. I know one that will

Simpson

Bed tax is ok, but not restaurant tax. Increase tobacco/vapor

Simpson

Bingo money? Where does money go generated by KY Downs?

Simpson

Bring 9-1-1 back into Simpson County

Simpson

Build a smaller vision of the center. Make it manageable

Simpson

Build it at county park. Keep total project cost at two million, normal tax

Simpson

Building the Aquatic Center is a bad idea

Simpson

Check to see if there are other ways and funds to help with this

Simpson

Cigarette tax

Simpson

City employee tax

Simpson

Simpson

City income tax like Bowling Green
Clean up creek for better fishing and boating recreational benefits. Cut trees down and dredge the
creek for debris
Confiscated items from police department

Simpson

Corporate and membership

Simpson

Corporate, good management to pay for itself

Simpson

Cut out unnecessary spending at City Hall

Simpson

Cut salaries of city attorney and other paid officials of the very small county

Simpson

Department stores to buy necessary clothes

Simpson

Do not build

Simpson

Do not build it! (x2)

Simpson

Do not have a problem with the transient room tax

Simpson

Do not spend money for it
Do not support the project. You couldn't afford a pool that was already paid for, so how can you
afford this?
Do not support this project

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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Simpson

Don’t support the aquatic center, period

Simpson

Don’t want to be taxed at all

Simpson

Don't build it! (x2)

Simpson

Don't do it, would not be taken care of over time

Simpson

Downsize to be self-sufficient

Simpson

Elected city and county officials could sell blood plasma twice a week

Simpson

Federal Grants that are offered and not used

Simpson

Fees in addition to the membership for some classes, 1-2% increase in taxes on alcohol

Simpson

Franklin does not need this we are too small!

Simpson

Franklin is dead, need reason to visit

Simpson

From persons who utilize the center only

Simpson

Fund raiser, grant

Simpson

Funded by users

Simpson

Fundraising

Simpson

Game room, sell off seized property

Simpson

Grant money

Simpson

Grants or let the mayor and commission pay for it out of their pockets

Simpson

Grants or sponsorships

Simpson

Grants, bonds, sell naming rights to the facility, Kenny Perry, philanthropists

Simpson

Had a public pool. What happened to it?

Simpson

Have industry get involved
Host local event fundraisers to raise money, that's what every other club/ program in this town has to
do if they aren't affiliated with the high school football or basketball team
Hotel portion is ok, food tax is ridiculous. I work in Bowling Green as is, I can eat up there
How can any of the options above be considered when $1.2 million isn't even half of what is needed
to fund the aquatic center per year for the next 20 years?

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

I am convinced it will be ultimately supported by property tax. Use the existing payroll tax to fund it.

Simpson

I am undecided whether this project should necessarily be funded by the city or instead by the
private sector. If funded by the city through a tax, I believe it needs to be a more scaled down
version than what was initially presented
I do not agree with restaurant tax. Why not use money from occupational tax

Simpson

I do not approve of this project

Simpson

I do not think Franklin could support this large of a facility

Simpson

Simpson

I don’t support the restaurant tax but I do support the transient tax
I own a business in Franklin, this would impact my restaurant. I would more than likely close within the
next year putting 12 people out of a job
I recommend not proceeding with projects that we can't afford.

Simpson

I think it is too big and cost too much for our town.

Simpson

I wish KY would allow SPLOST (Special option local sales tax) voted on by residents.
I would only agree to the tax for a small scale project or Aquatic Center but fully support tax for all
above projects
I would prefer the city not try to turn us into Bowling Green

Simpson

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
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Simpson

IDK: would have to review sources!

Simpson

If cannot support itself, it shouldn't be built

Simpson

If city cannot pay with funds or grants, then it should not be built

Simpson

If city/county cannot sell bonds and income pay, we can't afford

Simpson

If it cannot fund itself we should not build it

Simpson

If it can't fund itself then do not build - do not burden the citizens

Simpson

If it won't pay for itself, it is not needed! That is a fact of life!

Simpson

Simpson

If it won't support itself you should not build it
If this project was so badly needed and so profitable it would only make sense to let private business
build, fund and run this project
If we have swim teams for school, I support school tax

Simpson

Increase property taxes. We should pay for our own county

Simpson

Increase sales tax 1-2% on all purchases in Franklin and Simpson County

Simpson

independent investors with access to free market capital

Simpson

Investors recruitment

Simpson

It is too big of a project for Franklin to support financially

Simpson

It should be a privately owned facility, NO TAX FUNDING

Simpson

It should be self-supporting. Revenue from people using it

Simpson

It’s a complete waste of money

Simpson

Just build a kids pool, that's all we need

Simpson

Just don't build it

Simpson

Let a private company/ investor build it as they choose to

Simpson

Let it be privatized

Simpson

Let the Occupational Taxes pay for it from city and county

Simpson

Let the ones that use it pay for it

Simpson

Litter tax

Simpson

Lower our taxes!

Simpson

maintenance of our existing park, additional ball fields

Simpson

Make it pay its own way (x2)

Simpson

Make owners keep their places clean and orderly. Wal-Mart has been a disgrace for years!

Simpson

Maybe some donations or charitable events. Small county tax every month till paid and built

Simpson

Mayor and City officials' salary

Simpson

Medical help

Simpson

Money to come from city of Franklin's budget

Simpson

No - if it can't support itself, I am against this

Simpson

No - don't need! (x2)

Simpson

No new project

Simpson

No new taxes

Simpson

No we are taxed to death now (x2)

Simpson

No we do not need the Aquatic Center!

Simpson

No! Take care of our community park!

Simpson
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Simpson

No, don't build it!

Simpson

No, I am against building it - its far too expensive

Simpson

No, much smaller project such as one million should be looked at

Simpson

No. I feel this project is a very bad idea for our community

Simpson

None, not in favor of this project

Simpson

None. Taxpayer doesn't want

Simpson

Not from the residents

Simpson

Not needed in community the size of Franklin

Simpson

Not sure

Simpson

Nothing should be done until the project is supporting itself

Simpson

Nothing with my tax dollars!

Simpson

Only when you can afford to pay for it

Simpson

Outdoor walking trail and bike trail

Simpson

Private donations (x3)

Simpson

Private funding with and for profit business

Simpson

Private funding. Franklin/Simpson Co. does not need additional taxation

Simpson

Private funds - not tax money

Simpson

Private investors (x3)

Simpson

Private investors or state grants

Simpson

Private sourcing, people who do not want it should not have to pay for it

Simpson

Project needs to be reduced to $6 million

Simpson

Property tax - line item added to bills, like library, school, etc.

Simpson

Simpson

Scale the project to a point where fees can support it
School system- couldn't they use this for sports? Private donors, gambling and/or liquor tax money.
Healthcare businesses, industry
Sell advertising space to businesses, legacy funding dedication bricks to individuals, solicit companies
for low interest loan, go fund me online
Should also be receiving money from dueling grounds and bingo facilities already in operation

Simpson

Should be self supporting

Simpson

Sin tax on liquor, tobacco

Simpson

Something inside for the young people to do like skating rink, bowling alley and video games

Simpson

Start with one pool. Pay for it. Then build more

Simpson

Take it out of mayor Clark's salary

Simpson

Take some of the temporary taxes (ex library tax) that have never been taken off property taxes

Simpson

Tax on use of facility i.e. sales tax

Simpson

The center should be privately owned and not taxpayer funded
The city has problems with support from its citizens for local businesses and restaurants as it is. This tax
will surely drive people away
The government doesn't need to be involved, private funding

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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Simpson

The town shouldn’t have to raise taxes or business taxes for this idea

Simpson

There are none adequate in a town this size

Simpson

There will be no additional funds to invest, this will break the city

Simpson

There will be no additional revenue because this will not generate enough to support

Simpson

This is entirely too much to put on Simpson County

Simpson

This is not needed

Simpson

This program is very unnecessary

Simpson

This project is too large scale for a town our size and the projected numbers are too hard to maintain

Simpson

This project would cost Simpson Co residents far more than the cost to build it!

Simpson

This should be managed from the get go!

Simpson

This type of facility is unnecessary!

Simpson

This would be a very big step for a town our size

Simpson

Those who use it should pay for it

Simpson

Tourism tax must be used for visitors

Simpson

Undecided

Simpson

Upgrade baseball fields, soccer complex needs a lot of upgrades!

Simpson

Use all that alcohol revenue you bragged about when getting voters to bring it in

Simpson

We already pay enough taxes-there are things we need worse than this

Simpson

We are not in favor of the project

Simpson

We do not have enough people to support this center financially!

Simpson

We need infrastructure more than this - if we want our city to grow

Simpson

We pay too much taxes for a little town

Simpson

Simpson

We should work on our park not this
We would propose a 6% tax for six years to pay for the full cost of construction, then build it not owing
anything. Then lower the tax to whatever is needed to run it
What about the funding from the lottery or a percentage from Kentucky Downs earnings?

Simpson

Whoever wants it should pay for it

Simpson

Win the powerball

Simpson
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Both

Do not build! Need better sewer and water lines

Both

Take government salaries. Don’t build it

Both

Fundraisers, benefits
Have someone else build it not the city. How do you expect to fund this project when the city could not
fund a public pool?
I am against that puts any further tax on individuals or business such as motels and restaurants. We work
several months of our year to pay taxes now
If there is a possibility of not having enough revenue, the county/city should not move forward
w/project. Franklin doesn't need another empty/vacant building junking up our community

Both
Both
Both
Both

Mayor and city council personally pay

Franklin

1 cent per gallon gas tax in Franklin KY city limits

Franklin

1% gas tax

Franklin

3% property tax

Franklin

A $12-$17 million debt makes no sense for our town to take on. The restaurant tax affects our local
residents more than visitors and negatively affects small business and the transient tax will be ineffective
considering people have the choice to move down the road to cheaper rates without extra tax

Franklin

A 1-3% tax to the water bill could be an additional source of income

Franklin

A bond

Franklin

A general sales tax

Franklin
Franklin

A levy
A membership fee or daily fee for use should generate enough to cover

Franklin

A tax similar to library tax

Franklin

Absolutely reject increasing property taxes; we are not competitive with surrounding cities

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Add another property tax
Add parking meters. Sell popcorn on the square, bring back the whittlers, it will make the town feel
Add tax to water bill

Franklin

Additional Transient Room Tax on Hotel Rooms

Franklin

Franklin

All inclusive business taxes
All money should be for this project only. No need for additional money. Keep it simple. We have rental
space for parties and meetings, don’t see need for more
Although the center could bring revenue to the area, the only proposed method of funding would hurt
the food industry in Franklin. Alternative methods of funding should be explored. If various sources of
funding were available, we would be more supportive
Annual events like major festivals or conventions

Franklin

Annual membership by industrial plants for each employee

Franklin

Annual Tax or increase moderately the fees

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Any shortfall of funds should be paid how elected officials decide--that's why they were elected

Franklin

Anything that doesn’t raise taxes or burden the ones that don’t want another money sucking fiasco in
Franklin that won't be supported
Anything that doesn't require my taxes going up

Franklin

Anything that you need to

Franklin

Ask foundation

Franklin

Ask the millionaires of Franklin, KY

Franklin
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Both

Do not build

Franklin

Auctions and Relay walks, dinners
Bad question - be certain or don't do it! This is the #1 concern of people I talk to. Not the idea or desire,
but the funding
Bankrupt

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Be a funding member, pay a price to get name on founders wall in the center. Donations, fundraisers,
5K's

Franklin

Before building it, require the mayor, city manager, and city commissioner to sign the bank note to be
personally responsible for this when it fails, so it will not become another tax payers' burden

Franklin

Bingo/gambling tax or additional fees, not knowing how they are taxed or not taxes. It is a BIG business
in Franklin!
Bond issue

Franklin

Bonds

Franklin

Bring it to the community to help decide the action

Franklin

Cake walks, auctions, foods, etc.

Franklin

Franklin

Can't fund it, don't build it
Change fees for use of Aquatic Center for those not living in Simpson Co. If tax is not changed then a
fee for Aquatic Center for all is reasonable
Charge a little more per visit or membership - Do fundraising

Franklin

Charge more for tickets when pulled over. More taxes from anywhere

Franklin

Charge the people who use it

Franklin

Charity events

Franklin
Franklin

Cigarette tax
Citizens help pay

Franklin

City and county both fund the community park same should be with Aquatic Center

Franklin

City and county should be involved with this tired of leaving Franklin to get this recreation

Franklin

City and school taxes

Franklin
Franklin

City commissioner, Mayor, and city managers pay it
City council and mayor salary

Franklin

City needs to repair its sewer lines first and foremost

Franklin

City officials who have plenty of money should empty their pockets for once

Franklin

Close

Franklin

Close down center. Do not build center. Franklin will not spend it

Franklin
Franklin

Close it
Close it and sell assets

Franklin

Franklin

Close it and try to sell privately
Close it because Bowling Green can't get enough support for a city their size. They need to start over
with a less elaborate plan
Close it down way too much money for this!

Franklin

Close it down. Can't afford any more taxes for something I wouldn't use

Franklin

Close it. Do not tax citizens

Franklin

Close the Aquatic Center

Franklin

Close the facility

Franklin

Close the facility/ reduce legislator payroll

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
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Both

Do not build

Franklin

Close the facility; show example of bad decision

Franklin

Close the YMCA I understand it loses money everyday

Franklin

Collect city occupational tax from landlords rental income. Horse racing, Kentucky Lottery and gaming

Franklin

Collect donations from the Franklin City and Simpson County people. Increase our city taxes

Franklin

Combine the revenue from gambling from Kentucky Downs and the aquatic center. A place for adults
to go and something for the young people of Franklin to do
Common sense tells me there will not be enough revenue to build/support this grandiose venture; there

Franklin

Community events to raise money

Franklin

Community fundraiser events

Franklin

Community Fundraiser, auction

Franklin

Community fundraising, donations

Franklin

Community fundraising/ special nights/days at the Aquatic Center

Franklin

Community yard sales, concerts, local dance studio do shows

Franklin

Concerts by Nashville artists- add an amphitheatre seating 500 - 800

Franklin

Consider smaller scale, and focus more on senior citizens for advertisement

Franklin

Continue to use the restaurant and transient tax hike to fund the aquatic center

Franklin

Contract out the mapping to a reliable, affordably company

Franklin

Control staffing, manage budget

Franklin

Council and mayor pay out of their pocket

Franklin

Cut back in services provided and programming. The initial scale of this project seems much too large

Franklin

Cut back on their paychecks

Franklin

Cut costs elsewhere of at the center

Franklin

Cut funding to city police department, too many patrol cars
Cut other programs before raising any taxes. Not in favor of raising occupational tax or property tax.
Scale down project for senior center, no convention center needed
Cut staff and hours of operation
Cut the programs, reduce staffing, live within your means, do not increase taxes. This is not a necessity.
Bring YMCA in if you can't manage it
Cut the size of the swimming pool and other areas, that will reduce the initial cost and continuing costs.
There would be no option left than to raise usage fees (which will eliminate returning usage) and/or a
new tax somewhere. Reduce the cost of the building which will reduce maintenance cost. If necessary,
add two percent restaurant tax and one percent all other sales tax to be removed or reduced if not
needed. Do not spend on other items
Cut their wages! Don't build it if you can't pay for it
Definitely NOT raise taxes, we pay enough and half is school taxes. Don't think a small city of Franklin
can fund such a big project, needs to be downsized. Seniors need activities. We have Boys and Girls

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Develop an endowment fund; seek sponsorship from swim clubs and clothing. Provide training program
for out of state swim teams; provide specialized training by experts for a fee. Synchronized swim shows

Franklin

Do fund raisers

Franklin

Do not add to property tax

Franklin

Do not build (x2)
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?
Do not build
Do not build and we won't be faced with this issue. Our "elected officials" are going to leave our
children and grandchildren with a debt. Too big even for a city the size of Owensboro or Bowling
Green! If need be, start small and add to as funds are available!

Franklin

Do not build it because it will not generate the revenue to cover the expenses. The only choice then
would be to increase taxes and that should not be an option. I would support a smaller aquatic center
($2-3 million but no more). The city would cover that size facility and make the cash back

Franklin

Do not build it in the first place!

Franklin

Do not build it in the first place. Not enough population to support this proposed project

Franklin

Do not build it. Focus on the roads, poverty, and other eye sores in Franklin

Franklin

Do not build no need

Franklin

Franklin

Do not build this facility, it will be a cash cow!
Do not build this! The citizens of Franklin/ Simpson Co. will not support this in the long-term. I have No
desire to pay for it! If the city wants to do something for the kids, help at the community park or Boys
and Girls Club. When it fails, how will the city pay for it then?
Do not build unless it can pay for itself!

Franklin

Do not build unless you know the tax you record will take care of it

Franklin

Do not build. Property taxes are already exorbitant

Franklin

Do not build. Property taxes are too high as it is now, cannot afford to be any higher

Franklin

Do not built it. Sometimes they do not come if you built it. No increase in property of occupational tax

Franklin

Franklin

Do not burden the people with this tax. The school board continues to raise taxes. It is out of control for
such a small county. No new taxes!
Do not expect those who do not want, nor will use, this center to pay for it. Its design is unrealistic for a
town our size, its location is inconvenient, and it will not pay for itself
Do not open it

Franklin

Do not raise property tax!

Franklin

Do not raise taxes

Franklin

Do not raise taxes on all elder people, they get all they can pay and live in Franklin

Franklin

Do not spend money that no one has for this

Franklin

Franklin

Do not tax property!
Do not tax us. We pay too much tax here. We have taxes on things we do not know where they go, and
they say, "They do not know where they it goes." No more tax
Do not want our taxes raised

Franklin

Do not waste money on this mess

Franklin

Don’t build

Franklin

Don’t build it. This is a horrible idea

Franklin

Don’t build this! Do not want this

Franklin

Don’t build unless funds are available

Franklin

Don’t build unless revenue is as secured as possible. Don’t build on promises
Don’t build. If they want it they should pay for it out of their own pockets. They won't do that. They try to
take advantage of people. I hate it

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

Don’t know but I raised three grandchildren here. There was nothing but baseball. The pool closed too
late for them. They are grown now. The children need something, older people should understand

Franklin

Don’t mind paying a certain amount on my water bill to go towards aquatic center. If 1,000 people
paid $20 a month for five years, that would net $1,200,000

Franklin

Don’t open the pool, it will fail, I have no doubt. Instead of this idea, build some sidewalks, duh

Franklin

Franklin

Don’t raise taxes
Don’t think the business should open if the city cannot afford it. Think it needs to be scaled down to a
level that everyone can afford citizens and the city
Donating fund - set up a bank account for donations from residents or out-of-city residents, local
business fundraisers
Donations

Franklin

Donations, fundraisers

Franklin

Donations to keep teens out of trouble so teens have a place to hang at during the summer

Franklin

Don't build at all nor take away from current small business owners' livelihood

Franklin

Don't build if not self-sufficient

Franklin

Don't build it

Franklin

Don't build it - unfair to many residents

Franklin

Don't build it if you don't have the money

Franklin

Don't build it in the first place

Franklin

Don't build It in the first place with taxes!

Franklin

Don't build it to fail!

Franklin

Franklin

Don't build it to start with
Don't build it. Taxes here too high now. I don’t think there will be enough with what few restaurants and
hotels we have
Don't build the damn thing

Franklin

Don't build the damn thing in the first place. We are taxed more than we can stand now

Franklin

Don't build to begin with

Franklin

Don't care as long as you don't raise taxes. I think this is a crazy thing

Franklin

Don't do it unless the tax would cover cost

Franklin

Don't do it!

Franklin

Don't have it
Don't know at this time, but would be very disappointed if you all had to raise property taxes, we are
taxed too much now--? People that rent don't have to pay taxes
Don't know for sure, but I do not want our taxes (city or county) to increate at all

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Don't open
Don't open a Aquatic Center. Franklin is too small for something that big. Update playgrounds and a
small splash pad for children. If I wanted to pay membership fees I would join a gym or country club
Don't spend money you don't have. When I', out of money, I quit spending

Franklin

Don't start project

Franklin

Don't start until it is known how to pay for everything

Franklin

Don't think Franklin is lame enough for this

Franklin

Downsizing

Franklin
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

Drop the project

Franklin

Franklin

Explore state/ federal funding options
Factory employees are a must, even if they get a discounted membership like at Harvey's. They don't
get one at Anytime, so they don't go there
Feel sure it won't generate enough to cover the cost. Prefer not to have this

Franklin

Fire the Mayor its his fault

Franklin

First you should have it voted on by citizens. If the majority votes for it then tax each household pay for it

Franklin

Franklin

First, an across the board pay cut for all city officials, especially the "yard police" code position, and if
necessary .5-1% city tax increase
Fishing tournaments, raffles, 5K walk/run, cook offs
Flat rate special assessment on Simpson Co. taxpayers. Impact fees on new construction,
manufacturers, community enhancement assessment fee on manufacturers only
Forget it

Franklin

Franklin can't afford a center of this size. We just need a public pool

Franklin

Franklin can't support a facility of this size. When it fails, the citizens cannot pay for this

Franklin

Franklin is not big enough to support this

Franklin

Franklin is too small for this project

Franklin

From the city's paycheck

Franklin

Franklin

Fund raisers, donations, community block parties
Fund raising events at the Aquatic Center. Donations. Sale to a private company. Don't dig us into a
hole. No tax increase
Fundraiser, mandatory tax

Franklin

Fundraisers - anything this city desperately needs something for our youth!

Franklin

Fundraisers, bake sales, raffles

Franklin

Fundraising

Franklin

Franklin

Fundraising events and sponsorships. Scale back initial plans, cost
Get it right in the beginning. The Boys and Girls Club is struggling and could fold. Millions were spent and
lost. Couldn’t keep an outdoor pool open
Gift card, prizes, other activities. Maybe half price days once a week could help

Franklin

Give it to Donald Trump. He'll figure out how to make it profitable

Franklin

Go back in time and choose not to pursue this project

Franklin

Go bankrupt, no one wants this. Franklin falls for crap like this and blows money. Not a good idea

Franklin

Grants. If used for school swim team, apply for funding

Franklin

Hang it around Ronnie Clark's neck!

Franklin

Have 5k/10k during the horse races in September or have a race in honor of our octagon hall. Have a
dunk machine set up for all the city police and people donate money to watch them get dunked

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin

Have a run/walk, sell t-shirts, pot luck
Have a solid plan in place that is already agreed upon by community for 2nd, 3rd, and maybe 4th
alternative funding. Make sure center has a trust account for donations and requests. Secure contracts
from companies, hospitals, etc. For use example five year contracts
Have a wall inside to recognize private donors and have different contribution levels

Franklin

Have all politicians who vote for this cover any shortfalls

Franklin
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

Have fund raisers

Franklin

Have fundraisers or put it in a movie theater

Franklin

Have no idea considering all the road work we need around the city limits now, and all the abandoned
lots getting around Franklin own that could be sold off to other property owners who just want to
expand their lead at least the city would not have to pay the cost to keep it mowed

Franklin

Have special activities with percent of income produced to be shared with the production company
and the Aquatic Center
Have the mayor and other elected officials dig down deep and pay out of their pockets until paid off

Franklin

Have the people of Franklin vote on what to do?

Franklin

Have the people that proposed it pay for it

Franklin

Have the schools and any local company do fundraisers

Franklin

Help fire department, hospital, F.S. community park

Franklin

Here's the catch, won't produce enough revenue. Now I will be paying for the Franklin folly

Franklin

Higher city tax

Franklin

Higher cost of membership/ daily rates

Franklin

Hit up the rich

Franklin

Host fundraisers

Franklin

I am against the idea to take money from the people of Franklin

Franklin

I am against this project

Franklin

I am not knowledgeable enough to have an opinion here

Franklin

I assume that general fund money will be allocated to cover the liability of a city owned property

Franklin

I can already see our property taxes going up again and I am a senior citizen on a fixed income. Take it
out of the school tax money

Franklin

I do know that Franklin's sewer and water lines are so very old. I would hate to see spending on Center,
then have to dig up downtown. Make sure all the necessities are up to par before going further

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin

I do not support this Facility. Do not raise my taxes for this!
I do not support this project, I feel like it's too big a risk for the city especially since the city pool was
closed because of funding!
I do not think it should be built to become a burden on tax payers
I do not think the project should start until those making the decision are sure the city will not be left with
debt
I don't know at this time (x2)

Franklin

I don't know but taxing cigarettes/tobacco products sounds good to me

Franklin

I don't think the Aquatic Center will produce enough revenue to make a go. We don't need a burden
for people to have to pay more taxes

Franklin

I don't think the project should start until those making the decision know the city will not have debt

Franklin

I feel sure the taxes will not cover it and we depend on eating out a lot. Don't need extra restaurant

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
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Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?
Do not build
I just do not see the need for this - I recall public pool while growing up and just that could not be
maintained. If water is needed, just put in a public pool near the school not a huge center inaccessible
to kids
I have great confidence with the city leaders to make that decision if necessary
I prefer not having it in our town to begin with
I prefer that an indoor/ outdoor pool plus a therapy pool be built. Keep it to a size that Franklin can
support. We need this for the citizens of Franklin. Especially our youth
I prefer that the people that vote for the aquatic center be held liable for the revenue
I prefer they realize it's unnecessary before they build and force us to pay for it. The previous outdoor
pool became un-usable, we have gyms, add a pool to one of the gyms for therapy. Most people will
go to Russell Sims. This is a terrible idea and wasteful spending
I prefer to see only pools built which would be much less costly; therefore, no need for city to cover
I really oppose the center because you will not have enough money to support a building and pool.
We do not need a convention center
I recommend not spending millions of taxpayer dollars on a facility when this city could not keep a pool
open
I suggest for them to get out of town
I think if it was built to cut back the size and cost. I do not think it will pay for itself
I think if there is any chance the Aquatic Center might not be able to produce this revenue, it should
not be built
I think it would be a big mistake to build such a big center to start out with. Start small and add as
business picks up!
I think raffles throughout the years would help and if the money isn't needed put it into the maintenance
and upkeep of the center
I think that the pool we had should have been repoured and possibly upgraded so everyone had
access instead of spending a lot more money on a facility that will be out of bounds both financially
and practically in terms of access for those with no private transportation
I think the aquatic center is too big. Is there some way to make this smaller? Build in the park
I think the city needs to do their homework and get it right and not expect the tax payers of Franklin,
Simpson Co. to cover something they couldn't afford in the first place
I think whatever is necessary to provide this town something for enjoyment

Franklin

I think you need to scale this down. It is too big for the community. Have one pool and see how it goes. I
also think the restaurant/ hotel tax is not appropriate. It will stop any growth potential we have

Franklin

I truly hope the City of Franklin isn't dumb enough to build it to begin with!

Franklin

I would be willing to give some money towards the cost
I would prefer my city to be astute enough to not take on projects that risk placing an undue financial
burden on city residents
I would prefer that the city take measures to prevent unnecessary debt by building a facility that the
community will be able to support. The proposed center is far greater than the needs of the community
and a town that struggles with poverty the way it does has no business investing in such a pricey

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

I would prefer the city not build it at all. It is not my idea to build this ridiculous building, and I do not feel
that my taxes or the taxes of my children should be responsible for it. I am completely against this!

Franklin

I would prefer they be sure the proposed funding would work before proceeding

Franklin

I would prefer we invest only the amount of money we are positive will be covered by a tax

Appendix E
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

If city cannot afford to the end, don't build
If it does not generate enough revenue then you are not marketing it well enough! Hire locals and
students to help keep pay lower. It will be a hit! Market to TN too everything is cheaper in KY!
If it will not pay its way, don't build it
If it's not self supportive then there's no point in investing the money. Money could be better used for
education or job preparation!
If revenue cannot cover the operating expenses then you cannot afford the project
If the Aquatic Center cannot be self-sustaining, we should not do it. "The City" means tax payers and we
should not be unduly burdened with higher taxes
If the support isn't there initially, It should be sold to a private party for membership only. No taxes should
increase
If the tax does not cover the cost, close it down

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

If there is a possibility of the Aquatic Center not paying for itself, we don't need it at this time
If there is any doubt of revenue then this should not be considered! Russellville has had problems since
day one with their facility

Franklin

If there is this much concern on being able to pay for this then maybe you should rethink building it!!!!

Franklin

If this is a possibility, centers should not even be considered

Franklin

If you are not absolutely positive of there being enough revenue, then do not proceed

Franklin

If you don't build Aquatic Center, then this worry won't be present

Franklin

If you have inmates let them help with maintenance and upkeep like you do for city and park

Franklin

If you keep membership cost low enough then you will be even low income families to the rich so most
of the community will come and even have jobs for students. I could cover revenue costs

Franklin

If you think you won't be able to pay for it, I recommend not building it

Franklin

I'm okay with slightly raised taxes. Think this project would be well worth it
I'm pretty sure this facility would be like many others, after the new wears off it won't be self-sustaining.
Instead of city owned, if a business wants to open it let that be how we get it

Franklin
Franklin

I'm sure they could cut some local government spending somewhere to cover any additional costs

Franklin

In the beginning have the mayor and any councilmen that vote for this project sign a personal note
that they will be liable
Incorporate city - county together

Franklin

Increase alcohol tax

Franklin

Increase charges per use

Franklin

Increase city occupational and property taxes

Franklin

Increase city payroll tax

Franklin

Increase entrance fees and/or close the facility

Franklin

Franklin

Increase fees
Increase in dues and fees, Volunteers to have classes and part of fee goes to center, very small
property tax increase for 1-2 years to build budget back up
Increase in membership fees

Franklin

Increase in property taxes

Franklin

Increase in the transient tax, increase in daily use fee

Franklin

Increase local tax by one percent

Franklin

Franklin
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

Increase membership fees (x2)

Franklin

Increase monthly, yearly, daily fees and eliminate failing programs

Franklin

Increase property tax

Franklin

Increase proposed taxation or mildly revise proposed entry costs/membership

Franklin

Increase restaurant and hotel tax

Franklin
Franklin

Increase the fee to cover the cost
increase the restaurant tax

Franklin

Increase tobacco and alcohol taxes

Franklin

Industry sponsorships/partnerships

Franklin

It is needed and would benefit the whole community. A small increase in city tax would be acceptable

Franklin

It is not needed. There are too many venues in surrounding counties that we utilize. This is a waste

Franklin

It should be self sustaining or it shouldn't be built! I don’t feel this should be pushed into the business of
Simpson Co. If this center does not have a plan to sustain than we should not force tax onto the people
as a whole
It should be self sustaining. Lower/middle class income families won't be able to afford to go and still
have to pay higher taxes
It should do both. I think it will be a wonderful attraction
It would be necessary for individuals who use the facility to fund it, or it would need to be sold to a
corporate setting
I've lived in Franklin all my life, a lot of things have tried before and failed, this will be the same. Start

Franklin

Joint funding from city, county, F-S school system, and industries.

Franklin

Just another added tax!

Franklin

Just don't build it period, problem solved

Franklin

Just don't build it!

Franklin

Franklin

Just keep the indoor and outdoor pools, senior center, gym and walking track
Keep this in mind. This city and its local government could not keep open a public pool. "There was no
interest." Why now?
Know that the cost can be covered before it is built. NO MORE BURDEN SHOULD FOR TAX PAYERS

Franklin

Let people donate if they want it. We shouldn't have to pay

Franklin

Franklin

Let the council members who vote for it foot the bill!
Let the ones that want it pay for it, not the people that don’t want it. Don’t want taxes to go up to pay
for this
Let the people who proposed it pay for it personally

Franklin

Let the people who want it pay for it

Franklin

Let the people who want it pay for it. No more taxes

Franklin

Like I said, the city owes this to the community for families

Franklin
Franklin

Liquidate and focus on street, sewer, and water system management
Liquor tax, one time $50 fee on car registrations new or used

Franklin

Look at other areas to pull excess funds from

Franklin

Lottery money? Any wealthy angels in town?

Franklin

Lottery tax, Alcohol tax

Franklin

Lottery, community doing events for donations for this project

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Franklin

Do not build
Lower taxes I really don't know? This would be great for the young and old. Great exercise for arthritis,
keep young people busy and out of trouble
Maintain the restaurant and transient room tax. Consider buying a small increase in property tax. After
all, this initiative will build a sense of community, give children and young people a path to a healthy life
away from TV, create jobs, and enliven the town
Make a deal with Kentucky Downs so when they gamble people out of their money we'll at least get a
pool out of their poor betting choices
Make sure there is going to be enough revenue

Franklin

May have to petition for state or federal funding? Sale of concessions?

Franklin

Maybe available merchandise(shirts, stickers, key chains) Keep the fund tax until further notice

Franklin

Maybe the Aquatic Center should be open less hours during the winter

Franklin

Mayor and commissioners sign personal guarantees

Franklin

Mayor, city manager, city council and any other decision makers should pay out of their own pockets

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Move larger community events to the city park to attract a larger crowd. Fundraisers that invite wealthy
community members of Simpson and other surrounding counties in KY and TN
No - I prefer they tale care of streets, security, safety, maintenance, etc.

Franklin
Franklin

No action (x2)
No action; Franklin doesn't need the aquatic center and restaurants do not need to be taxed. Eating
out for some families is a treat without paying more tax. Our taxes need to work for our town not against
projects that need repair
No additional taxes. Raise fees and/or membership dues
No Aquatic Center please

Franklin

No comment

Franklin

No comment

Franklin

No funds from city

Franklin

No more taxes

Franklin

No more taxes please, we pay enough already

Franklin

No pay raises for the city officials. Teachers/educators have barely had a pay raise in numerous years

Franklin

No suggestions

Franklin

No suggestions

Franklin

No suggestions at this time

Franklin

No tax increase at all!

Franklin

No tax money used. Should be a private enterprise

Franklin

No taxes

Franklin

No, use the money wasted on the incinerator

Franklin

None not everyone in Franklin is using the Aquatic Center so they shouldn’t have too cover the costs

Franklin

None we are not Warren County

Franklin

None what-so-ever! Apply for state grants

Franklin

None, do not want
None, it isn't needed. If I want to go to a water park I will do so in a place that doesn't make me pay 3%
tax at Wendy's!
None, the center isn't needed. Franklin needs other things

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

None, we don't need it. The extra strain on the economy is not worth the gains

Franklin

Franklin

None. Don’t build it
None. I don't think Franklin and Simpson Co. residents need to be hit with any more taxes of a project of
this size
None. We don't need. This would turn out to be a hangout for kids whose parents do not want to watch
them. Again poor management
Not begin the project in the first place. If the city doesn't poses the knowledge of what the exact costs
will be they can't take the risk. If individual households live within their means then so should the city
Not build it (x2)
Not build it in the first place because it will not generate enough revenue and taxpayer dollars should
not be used for expenses
Not building it in the first place would take care of operating expenses. This is a terrible idea

Franklin

Not needed

Franklin

Not supportive of this center at all. Waste of time and money!

Franklin

Not sure (x3)

Franklin

Not sure, that would not be good

Franklin

Not to build

Franklin

Not to raise taxes

Franklin

Not waste money on it in the first place. They could even keep the pool open at the school

Franklin

Franklin

Occupational tax now giving to Ind. Auth
One main reason against the center - city and all concerned need not any more financial unnecessary
strains
One to five cent gas tax
Only follow through if definitely able to fund. People who wont be using the facility should not be made
to fund it even though I believe everyone could benefit from it
Open to discuss issues

Franklin

Other business and surrounding cities

Franklin

Our main concern is that this community can't support a facility like this. It should be a private venture

Franklin
Franklin

Outside concert fundraisers
Parking meters downtown

Franklin

Partner with the county and school system!

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Pay it themselves since they want it so badly.
Pay more
Payment should be washed out before it is built. Adding a fee to property tax is not the way to go. There
is a greater need for a fulltime Fire Dept
People are taxed enough for things that they can't or don’t take part or interest in
Plan a budget that will cover operating cost for the first three years. But in no way should the citizens of
Franklin have to pay extra for the center to remain operating
Please, none from me

Franklin

Private donation, no matter how small or large. Have invest in our city for the young and older

Franklin

Private investment; not recommended for this to happen

Franklin

Privatization

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Franklin

Do not build
Probably a cigarette tax to help prevent minors being able to obtain tobacco products so easily or
sales tax on all goods
Property tax until cost is paid off

Franklin

Property tax, utility taxes

Franklin

Proposed tax more than covers cost

Franklin

Provide bundle packages that would increase revenue, but not increase expenses

Franklin

Pull excess funding from other community projects that are less used. Examples parks, library, etc.

Franklin

Franklin

Put up a dunking booth with city commissioners and mayor as the targets. 2nd place - pie in the face
with same people
Raffles, car washes, fund raisers, or auctions

Franklin

Raise city tax

Franklin

Raise fees, pay to park

Franklin

Raise home owner taxes, business taxes

Franklin

Raise liquor tax

Franklin

raise membership and daily fees

Franklin

Raise membership dues

Franklin

Raise membership fees

Franklin

Raise mileage rate or tax to 3.5%

Franklin

Raise taxes

Franklin

Raise taxes on alcohol and cigarettes

Franklin
Franklin

Raise the aquatic park fees. Do not raise property taxes!
Raise the liquor tax, problem solved!

Franklin

Raise the prices

Franklin

Raise the restaurant and transient room tax

Franklin

Raise the tax. Close the least use portion

Franklin

Raise the transient room tax to 5%

Franklin

Raise usage rates at the Center

Franklin

Raise utility bill 25 cents per bill

Franklin

Franklin

Recreational tax similar to Franklin, TN
Reduce Commissioner's salary. Reduce financial contributions/ tax incentives to Industrial Authority/
new industries
Re-evaluate the budget and potentially cut spending in other unnecessary areas
Rent the facility to large companies for parties or whatever. Hold events car shows etc. with admission
cost covering operating cost
Revenue should cover all expenses
Scale back the proposed project. Design a project that could be completed in phases which depends
on community use/support to proceed. Do not create a project that forces citizens that do not use the
center to pay for it
Scale back to lessen cost

Franklin

Scale the project down to reduce the likelihood of this happening

Franklin

School tax on property tax is pretty high. I think some funding could be adjusted from that to cover

Franklin

Scrap it! Beech Bend is 30 minutes

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

Franklin

Scrap the center and use our money in better ways for the future citizens of this city
Seek government grants. Do not raise monthly fees and make it inaccessible to patrons who need it.
Please keep it affordable so we can all enjoy the amenities. Look for alternate ways to generate
revenue that do not target low-income individuals. We need this facility
Seek grants for undeserved rural population. Seek possible corporate funding support in return for
marketing opportunities
Seek sponsorship from local corporations

Franklin

Sell it to a private sector and maybe they would be able to make it sustainable

Franklin

Sell it!

Franklin

Sell it. Do not increase tax

Franklin

Franklin

Sell property that is city owned
Sell the Aquatic Center to a private company, an existing nonprofit (YMCA), or seek donations or
investors to create/fund a new private or nonprofit company. Programming is important
Sell to private company. No new taxes!

Franklin

Senior center indoor walking track

Franklin

Should be self-sustaining

Franklin

Should make sure the city can afford it up front
Should never be considered because revenue cannot be generated, so let the people who vote it in
cover the expenses
Should not be an issue if it is not built!

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Should not be built in the first place if there are no funds for it.
Should not be opened unless there is enough money from private investors. Franklin does not have
enough other activities to draw people in instead of Bowling Green for example. Franklin needs
something for people to do but this is way too big of a startup project
Should not build

Franklin

Should not build something hoping to fund it!
Should not build. The money numbers can be misrepresented in order to show what the city wants are
not true because they have no idea what it will generate in revenue
Shouldn't have to worry about it. Some people would have to pay some kind of taxes that wouldn't
even use the facility!
Shut it down (x4)

Franklin

Slightly increase taxes or increase the cost of the water and sewer as well as trash pick up

Franklin

Small all around tax increase. Plans are very unrealistic for this area

Franklin

Small increase in property tax

Franklin

Smaller facility to start and add on when funds available

Franklin

Some kind of event each month

Franklin

Franklin

Some type of city tax to cover cost
Some volunteer employees, raise money somehow for this because Franklin youth and parents need
this. There is nothing here to do and no way to stay healthy
Special referendum tax or a city-wide fundraiser

Franklin

Sponsor donations

Franklin

Sponsorships

Franklin

Start with pools only

Franklin

State grants

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

State Lottery

Franklin

State recreational funding and non profit foundation funding

Franklin

Stop paying for city chamber workers and the code cop is a waste of money

Franklin

Stop spending money on unnecessary things that people get no use of
Studies should be done prior to the city getting involved to be certain the facility could sustain itself. I'd
rather see a private business build, manage and maintain this type of facility

Franklin
Franklin

Suck it up as stupidity - Turn it into a Bingo place, just like the racetrack

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Support balance of the deficit from general fund. Franklin needs this very badly
Take from the mayor and councilmen's pay and those who are supportive of this center. Let a private
business take on this center
Take it out of the city leaders' pockets. They have already flopped on a fiber system in which a feasibility
study was done and showed it was not feasible
Take it out of the mayor's salary. Maybe get rid of the code enforcer
Take it out of the school superintendent's pay. That should take care of the costs

Franklin

Take money from tourism commission

Franklin

Take out of commissioner's paycheck

Franklin

Take out of Mayor and Commissioner's pay

Franklin

Tax from gambling/ horse park

Franklin

Tax KY downs slots

Franklin

Tax on alcohol, tobacco and firearms

Franklin

Tax on all organic and gluten free foods sold

Franklin

Tax on hotels not restaurants

Franklin

Tax on utility bills for everyone/ Any funding necessary for the center must be equal: fair by all residents,
not just a select few (like property tax) because a high number of residents don't pay property tax,
payroll tax, etc. I have seen property taxes go up each year for our school system even though many
do not own or pay anything. Also the payroll taxes were supposed to be dropped after incinerator paid

Franklin

Tax structure in place will cover expenses plus membership will generate enough

Franklin

Tax the voter who supports the Aquatic Center

Franklin

Taxes (x4)
That is the problem I do not think it will generate enough revenue to support itself. Therefore you would
then raise taxes yet again

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

That's the point, the tax and memberships will not support such an endeavor. It would bankrupt

Franklin

That's the problem. If it is not a known fact that the Aquatic Center can be self supportive than it should
not be built and I don't think it can. We do not need anymore taxes on anything!!

Franklin

The analysis clearly shows there will be sufficient funds. Also the one percent city and county tourism
funds could be used
The Aquatic Center is a joke!

Franklin

the Aquatic Center is a waste of money. Build a track field for the high school

Franklin

The City & County are collecting enough occupational tax that should pay for a swimming pool! The
streets and water pipes need to be fixed before any million dollar plus Aquatic Park is built

Franklin

The city did not support the last pool Franklin had.

Franklin
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

The city does not need to spend 50% of the amount of their annual budget on this project. The fact that
it is funded from new tax does not matter. The size and cost of the project is simply too large for Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

The city of Franklin needs a place for the teenagers/ like area center, a soda shop, movie theater,
something like that
The city should do whatever is necessary. The citizens of Franklin need local entertainment. It’s a shame
we have to travel to Bowling Green to have fun. This city needs something besides Wal-Mart. Charge for
the concerts on the square. Maybe $5
The city should not invest into projects that are uncertain to pay for themselves. The project doesn't
have to be such a large scale. I'm not going to support raising taxes on property or utilities to cover it,
that's for sure
The city should seek investors in this project, not charge us citizens
The city takes enough in taxes. They just raised our property value to get more taxes. We can't afford to
be taxed to death. The restaurant tax will dip into residents and employees pockets too
The commissioner that voted yes for this project should have to pay for it
The elected officials that vote this in should have to pay for it out of their own pocket, with their own
money
The more you go, the more you pay.

Franklin

The ones that vote for it (knowing we can't pay for it) need to come up with it
The proposed Aquatic Center is too much for Franklin. It won't produce the revenue needed. It's too
much. It needs to be scaled back
The race track Kentucky Downs bring in a lot of people and money
There is no way it will cover costs - even the very well liked YMCA in Hendersonville cannot cover its
costs
There is only own way, raise taxes which I'm not in favor of. Hardship on fixed income citizens. No new
taxes
There should not be any actions because this is a terrible idea. This 60 million dollar Aquatic Center is
going to produce a debt that can't be repaid and will take several generations to overcome. Everyone
needs to think of their children and grandchildren. Where will the money come from when this
proposed disaster fails!
Think the Aquatic Center is a great idea, however, as it's proposed I don’t think the county can support
the project
Think this is political and should not be put on the backs of seniors on fixed incomes. The school tax is a
great burden on seniors when paying property tax! 45% of my property tax is school tax and that is
outrageous!
This is a bad idea to start with. No taxes to support this!

Franklin

This is exactly why it shouldn't be built in the first place

Franklin

This is one reason we don't need it. It's not cost effective
This is too much for the city. Maybe an indoor or even just outdoor pool. Improve the senior center the new location would be difficult for older folks - no meeting areas, conference etc.
This is what I am afraid of that there will not be enough revenue yearly to cover the operating expenses.
I know I do not want more taxes on home owners
This is why it always comes back to us!

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Franklin

Do not build
This project to me and my family is unnecessary. An outdoor pool is all that should be considered at this
time
This should not be operated by the city. It should be leased out to credit-worthy individuals as a private
endeavor
This should not even be an option! The city should not take on a business venture period!
This should not happen. Project can be undertaken in stages so that all expenses are not incurred at
one time
Tire, motor tax

Franklin

To be honest how could it not? What else do we have to do in Franklin besides going to Wal Mart?

Franklin

To NOT raise taxes

Franklin

Too expensive for Franklin

Franklin

Too much has been spent on promotion and surveys. Who is paying for this survey?

Franklin

Two percent tax on water bill

Franklin

Uncertain

Franklin

Undecided (x4)

Franklin

Franklin

Unsure (x2)
Use inmates for ground keeping (non-violent offenders) and maintenance (where possible) Cut mayor's
salary, use school kids for projects, possibly unpaid interns
Use late fees from utility companies

Franklin

Use the park funds or start another bingo and get it off the old people who play bingo

Franklin

Voluntary private donations only

Franklin

Water bill tax Sewer bill tax

Franklin

We all see how FS swimming pool went. City wouldn’t do anything to keep it open for the kids

Franklin

We are already taxed to death now. Too many elderly on limited income cannot afford!

Franklin

We don't need it

Franklin

We need to expand full time fire protection to 24 hour coverage long before we need this!
We shouldn’t even be considering it. Franklin cannot afford it! If you plan on voting for it, you should
personally pay for it when it fails! (Mayor/ Councilman who vote in favor)
What actions should I take, if I can't pay my bills? Bankruptcy? And somebody should get fired!

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

What ever it takes, we need this. It is time for us to get with the times and step up
What is necessary as long as I get sidewalks to keep students from having to walk on the side of the
road around the city
Whatever has to be done
Whatever it takes! The families of Franklin-Simpson need something like this for our children, senior
citizens, and basically all Franklin families
Will this become another incinerator or overtax the citizens? The city overpriced the water so the county
had to get water from White House, TN. Will this be another embarrassment?
Would be willing to pay an additional fee attached to water on electric bill. Maybe have rental space
for physical therapy

Franklin

Would have to hear other suggestions regarding taxation. Perhaps additional property tax line item

Franklin

Would not support project

Franklin

Would think if Scottsville and Gallatin can do it, Franklin should
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Franklin

YMCA, restaurants, shopping, Better city clean up

Franklin

You don’t have to go whole hog and jump in like a pig after hot slop

Simpson

$20 car sticker residents and out of town county workers. We used to have this

Simpson

1 cent tax on gas strictly for use of the aquatic center. Must be designated for only that use

Simpson

1% tax on city/county/business, because it would be for everyone who lives or works here
1) Let the Electric plant board and Warren Rural Electric help with the bill, they are ripping people off
anyway. 2) If the High School Swim Team is going to use the facility then there should be additional
school funds to help pay for the place
3% tax alcohol/tobacco, 1% gas, 3% tax corporations/businesses

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

5% per gallon gas tax
Add a small tax to property tax, fund in same manner as extension service, library, ambulance, etc. We
have to pay for amenities and programs to keep our community vibrant and alive!
Add tax to water and electric bills! Three percent tax would bring in needed funds

Simpson

Adjust admission/membership price

Simpson

Adjust daily, monthly, seasonal, annual dues

Simpson

Admission price increase

Simpson

Advertise or invest in ways to get people to visit the center

Simpson

Advertise, raise rates or taxes - try lowering rates, offering volunteer programs for students
Aggressively pursue grants, sponsorships and look for other savings within the existing budgets. Use
occupational tax if it is allowed to be used for these purposes
Alcohol, tobacco, lottery
All city officials should take a pay cut to cover the cost. I do not plan on using the facility so I should not
be taxed for it
All people using should be responsible for paying a fee to use unless on very restricted income or
recommended by doctor or statement for senior citizens handicap adults and children. No freebies just
because! Not a baby sitting place!

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Already know it won't produce enough revenue. Let ones who thought of center cover the cost
Anything but raise taxes. I don’t want to pay with tax money on my restaurant purchases or any other
tax for something I will not be using
Anything other than taxing the citizens. This is way more than we need

Simpson

Anything that does not raise taxes on the citizens that will not be utilizing this place
Are there some sort of grants- special events held year round, seasonal! Meet the need of the public!
What will make this a "must use" facility for Franklin? What will be the "wow" factor? Who would be the
spokesperson? And others
As this would be a community resource, like a library or park, I think following the same model makes
sense
Ask county to share in the costs

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Ask the millionaires of Franklin, KY
Attach salaries, retirement and properties of the elected officials that purchased the "white elephant"
Bake sales, auction, car shows

Simpson

Be less elaborate with the design. Functional and clean, but not for millions

Simpson

Benefit dinner/ auction

Simpson

Bingo for Aquatic Center and fundraisers

Simpson

Bingo or Kentucky Downs proceeds could be utilized

Simpson
Simpson
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Simpson

Bite the bullet! Remember tourism must include all locals and all visitors

Simpson

Budget

Simpson

Budget - Everyone else budgets because of their income. No increases in taxes. Cut back on spending

Simpson

Build a facility that would not risk that, something smaller

Simpson

Simpson

Build a project that will pay for itself. We need an outdoor pool. Basically, that is all
Build outdoor pool only inside the city limits! Current proposed location is terrible! Only build what can
be afforded!
Build the project cheap enough that it pays its own way

Simpson

Build what they can pay for. Pool should be self sufficient

Simpson

Certainly not by raising taxes. My husband and I work two full time jobs, we are definitely not interested

Simpson

Charge the ones who use it, not the ones who don't use it. We are taxed to death now

Simpson

City budget

Simpson

City council members who rooted for it should cover the cost

Simpson

City needs to figure out how they can pay. This is way more than this city needs

Simpson

City should eat it by people who voted this in

Simpson

Close it (x3)

Simpson

Close it down

Simpson

Close it down if it can't sustain itself

Simpson

Close it down, we pay enough property tax now

Simpson

Close it!

Simpson

Simpson

Close it, fill it in just like the public pool we had
Close the center down. The city has more important needs than an aquatic center- help for poor and
homeless people, help for the animal shelter
Close the facility

Simpson

Consider downsizing the center with future expansion goals

Simpson

Couldn't keep a small public pool going. Sure cannot support this

Simpson

Simpson

Create life on the square, it is depressing
Cut back on Aquatic Center funding/ raise rates, or look elsewhere in the budget to make up the costs.
I don't support raising income tax for the center
Cut payroll for city members who support this idea-too large, a smaller scale option is needed
Do not add to property tax. It's too high now and we are not in favor of the Aquatic Center and do not
want to pay for it!
Do not begin project

Simpson

Do not build (x2)

Simpson

Simpson

Do not build it from the start
Do not build the Aquatic Center! Can't afford it! Couldn't afford the pool that was already paid for, so
what makes you think you can afford this!!!
Do not build this! We have plenty of taxes now!

Simpson

Do not build to begin with

Simpson

Do not need this

Simpson

Do not raise property taxes!

Simpson

Do not raise taxes!!! Don't care other than that

Simpson

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Simpson

Do not start a center! My taxes are often enough now that’s what it would end up being!

Simpson

Do not tax the residents

Simpson

Don’t build (x2)

Simpson

Don’t build it in the first place, then there is no issue!

Simpson

Don’t build it then there is no problem

Simpson

Don’t build it to begin with if it can't generate enough revenue to cover the yearly operating cost

Simpson

Don’t build it we are too small

Simpson

Don’t build it, especially if you can't pay for it

Simpson

Don’t build this, city can't afford

Simpson

Don’t build unless it can support itself. Would not build a business to put another business out of business

Simpson

Don’t build. They can't take care of what they already have. Don’t need more taxes

Simpson

Don’t do it. Let an individual build a public pool and charge to use it

Simpson

Don’t see how this could not generate revenue, Franklin has nothing for children this should work

Simpson

Don’t think this is an option. It's a great idea, but if it is a profitable idea, let the private sector build it.
Money should not be used by the city to make ends meet if this project fails to meet expectations

Simpson

Don’t want it

Simpson

Donations

Simpson

Don't build in the first place

Simpson

Don't build in the first place. Don’t need the project, no more taxes!

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Don't build it (x10)
Don't build it if it can't pay for itself. We live on a tight budget and will eat out less often if a tax is added
Don't build it if it won't cash flow!

Simpson

Don't build it if there is a question of not producing enough revenue to cover expenses

Simpson

Don't build it if you can't cover from existing budget

Simpson

Don't build it if you don't have the money. We are taxed enough without adding more onto us!

Simpson

Don't build it in the first place!

Simpson

Don't build it so we don't ever have to worry about it, spend money wisely elsewhere

Simpson

Don't build it to begin with

Simpson

Don't build it! Anyone with common sense knows that a city the size of Franklin can't afford something
this elaborate. We have a nice park, gyms, workout centers and physical therapy at the hospital

Simpson

Don't build one so big that this is an issue. We need a pool for the swim team, not a $20 million facility

Simpson

Don't build something that can't support itself

Simpson

Don't build something that can't support itself. Bad business

Simpson

Don't build to begin with, then we don't have to worry about it

Simpson

Don't build! Simple!

Simpson

Don't do it (x2)

Simpson

Don't do the Aquatic Center period. Covering the cost is ALREADY an issue

Simpson

Don't know at this time but definitely not higher taxes
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Simpson

Don't spend so much that it can't pay its way

Simpson

Simpson

Downsize before building
Downsize the whole project and partner with the Boys and Girls Club, school system and possibly
hospital/doctors. Build pool only
Drop gym facility… it will hurt local businesses; drop senior center..add when facility pays for itself; keep
membership fees low to truly benefit citizens of Simpson County; encourage industries to pay annual fee
to benefit their employees to help keep fees down
Drop the project

Simpson

Eliminate the tiers of annual gross receipts and have a flat rate of .0006

Simpson

Encourage business or owner to help fund the project

Simpson

Evaluate operating expenses

Simpson

Every home owner should be taxed $5 a month extra
Everyone that wants a pool has one. Bowling Green has a convention center, and we have a new FS
Gym. You can walk at Lowe's, Wal-Mart, Methodist Church, or the cemetery. Nothing is even for the low
income families, my vote is NO!
Explore other taxing options of use some of the 1% payroll tax that is currently being collected

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

File bankruptcy and auction it
Find a private business to open something on this scale - the taxes cannot maintain a structure of this
size and our population size cannot generate enough participation on a daily basis in the long or short

Simpson

Find other funding sources

Simpson

Simpson

Fire the city manager, mayor, and council members to free up their salaries to cover the cost
Fire the fools who dreamed up this idea, and pay for it with the saved salaries. But you sure as Hell better
not raise taxes for this boondoggle
First, I would like those voted into office to cut pay in half. Then additional occupation tax of get funding
from the utility company seeing as they tax for everything anyway
Franklin and Simpson County cannot afford a center. Taxes are too high now!
Franklin is too small for a off the wall idea! What about a YMCA, so tax payers are not hurt! Streets need
to be fixed and water pipes. Get Real!
Franklin needs to pay off its debt before it takes on some more

Simpson

Franklin/Simpson County cannot afford a project of this magnitude and would not support it

Simpson

Fund it yourselves and leave citizens out of it. If it fails, my family of four would move to TN. We used to
have a pool and the city couldn't maintain the upkeep on it, so what makes you think this won't fail?

Simpson

Funding should not come from tax on public sources. Private funds if wanted! Vanity project!

Simpson

Fundraisers - at city's discretion

Simpson

Fundraisers through school programs and club or events held

Simpson

Fundraisers twice a year

Simpson

Fundraisers, donations

Simpson

Fundraisers, etc

Simpson

Get funding from government

Simpson

Get on from Comcast profits, Warren Rural Electric, and Electric Plant Board

Simpson

Good luck

Simpson

Government grants, Brad Kelley

Simpson

Grants, luxury taxes (alcohol, cigarettes, luxury cars, etc.)

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Both

Do not build

Simpson

Grants, Outside funding

Simpson

Have costs covered and figured out before it is built

Simpson

Have the elected officials that vote this in pay for it out of their own pockets

Simpson

Have the ones who proposed it pay for it!

Simpson

Have the people and elected officials that voted for the center pay for the extra cost

Simpson

Have to think about

Simpson

Higher membership fees

Simpson

Hold special events to raise funds i.e. concerts, competitions

Simpson

Host special events where all proceeds go toward cost

Simpson

Hotel and restaurant tax, alcohol tax. Reduce project to outdoor summer park only

Simpson

I am against property, city income & county tax increases to pay for the aquatic center

Simpson

Simpson

I can't believe this city could ever pay for this
I do not support any actions to pay for this. Find the money to make it work. If Simpson Co. fiscal court is
on board with this project, I don't support it!
I do not think Franklin should build a facility that they cannot produce enough revenue to cover all of
the operating costs
I don’t know if we can afford it. I pay so much school tax I can't be taxed anymore

Simpson

I don’t think the people of Franklin can pay for this

Simpson

I don't care as long as taxes are not raised anymore

Simpson

I don't feel our community can afford the cost so I'm not sure what can be done
I don't think it will support itself- No new taxes - Please! Let's please start small with some practical facility
not some grandiose dream!
I feel confident that the city commissioners have done the due diligence necessary to ensure the
center to be an overwhelming success
I feel people who "actually use" facility should cover expenses

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

I have great confidence with the city leaders to make that decision if necessary
I myself believe this is overkill for Franklin, KY. As of now, I don't believe this is in Franklin/ Simpson
County's budget nor the budget of the majority of Simpson County residents
I prefer it not be built @ all - this is far too expensive of a project

Simpson

I prefer the city didn’t do the center at all. This does not seem like something our city can afford

Simpson

I prefer the city not do something that further risks taxpayers money
I prefer they only build something large enough to be able to cover operating expenses, then expand
as needed or wanted as revenue is generated
I propose whoever came up with this stupid idea pay it out of their pocket. The city should not be into
the private business sector
I take it that it is "wanted" but no clear way of paying for it, nor keeping it up nor what to do when it
does not make its budget
I think the City Council and Mayor should think long and hard before imposing new taxes. We are
already taxed enough! If center is not self supporting, then why do it. If it was such a great idea it should
be privately owned and operated
I think the city has enough expenses. If we had extra revenue we could work on new water lines. We
have water leaks now that need to be addressed
I think there should be road and traffic improvements before spending money on this project i.e.
complete 1008

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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APPENDIX E
Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?
Do not build
I understand the tax can't be used for fire protection. Take the money and invest in the park system, etc.
Do not build this money pit. It is the incent orator plant reborn

Simpson

I would expect the city not to fund such a program/aquatic center, knowing it is not going to be able
to support itself. If taxes are going to have to be raised in anyway, it should not be built

Simpson

I wouldn't support this size project or any other actions to cover cost if approved

Simpson

Simpson

IDK: would have to review sources!
If 3% tax will not cover Aquatic Center we don't support this if it will increase Property taxes. We would
like to see this built in stages
If a revenue can't service debt, it should not be built

Simpson

If in doubt - No build!

Simpson

If it cannot prove and produce the money to pay for itself before it is built, it should not be considered!

Simpson

If it can't produce we don't need it. There are other things this county needs

Simpson

If it can't sustain itself then don't build it

Simpson

If it is built you will make your money back. We do need this for our community kids and seniors

Simpson

Simpson

If it is even a thought that it might not cover expenses, then it shouldn't be done. Use the tax of a lower
rate to support already existing places like the Boys and Girls Club!
If it is not self sustaining from day one, do not build it

Simpson

If it is not self-supporting it will let them know their decision to build was a mistake

Simpson

If it will not pay for itself do not build it

Simpson

If the aquatic center can't cover its costs then the people shouldn’t have to cover the cost

Simpson

If the city can't cover the cost, the center should not be built

Simpson

If the proposed tax don't cover it, then it should be sold to a private investor!

Simpson

If the taxes above aren't enough to sustain operation than it's not needed

Simpson

If the two proposed taxes will not cover cast then the center does not need to be built

Simpson

If there is a chance it will no be self sufficient, then it should not be built

Simpson

If there is a question at all ,then it should not be built

Simpson

If there is any doubt that it can't fund itself do not build! Do not tax your citizens

Simpson

If there isn't one we wouldn't have to worry about more fees and changes!

Simpson

If there's any doubt do no build. But no new taxes. Water and sewer need replaced first!!!

Simpson

If there's not already- taxes on gambling and alcohol sales- or higher taxes on these

Simpson

Simpson

If they "have to" build a pool, build one that can be easily funded
If this project goes forward, 100% of the funding should be in place first! If there is any doubt the citizens
of Simpson County should not bear the burden of a $20 million money pit
If you are worried it won't produce enough revenue, you shouldn't build it

Simpson

If you can't afford to build a luxury item, then don’t

Simpson

If you can't cover the expenses or even think this can happen, how can you even consider this? I would
say shut it down. Don’t come back and increase my taxes for a facility I will never use

Simpson

If you don't have the money available, don't build it. Why ask county residents what they think when
you didn't allow us to vote on alcohol? Only including us when it serves your purpose, is not acceptable

Simpson

If you have to ask this question - do not build

Simpson

I'm not very well versed in these opportunities, surely there are other creative avenues we could explore

Simpson

Simpson
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Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the operating
expenses, what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

Simpson

Do not build
In my opinion, it is a waste of time and money. Nothing like this will last in Franklin/Simpson County. We
had a swimming pool for several years, when it needed work they closed it down
Incentives!

Simpson

Increase alcohol served at restaurants, etc.

Simpson

Increase alcohol tax

Simpson

Simpson

Increase city and county taxes by 0.5% or 1%
Increase daily use fees, stop subsidies, no more unending taxes. Be responsible enough to not take on a
project that burdens citizens for years. Use resources that we currently have such as ag building,
Goodnight Library, community park and local gyms. Make use of school facilities
Increase dues

Simpson

Increase fee for use

Simpson

Increase membership, county tax, city tax increase

Simpson

Increase taxes

Simpson

Increase use fees
Instead of building new roads/highways the state and cities don’t need, they could utilize yearly and
license tag tax money to pay for the center and anything else that would benefit Franklin - like rehab
centers for teen addicts

Simpson

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

Introduce a fuel tax on gas or increase the business tax; long over due! We pay too small as businesses

Simpson

Simpson

Investigate USDA grant monies available to communities
Involve all the factories in the area. With all the employees they have it would benefit them to have a
healthy workforce
Issue bonds

Simpson

It won't support itself, we don’t need it

Simpson

It needs to be funded fully by the city if they choose to build it

Simpson

It should be built when it can be paid for

Simpson

It should self sustain!

Simpson

It should supply enough to pay for itself. If not, shut it down. Let Ronnie pay for it if he wants it

Simpson

It shouldn't be built

Simpson

It will not produce enough revenue to cover expenses

Simpson

It won't produce enough revenue

Simpson

Keep the 3% tax going on prepared food and transient rooms

Simpson

Keep the three percent restaurant/hotel tax

Simpson

Let private investor take control. Additional taxes on any business is a bad way to grow our community

Simpson

Let Ronnie Clark pay for it

Simpson

Simpson

Let the city pay the full amount the best way they can
Let the mayor and city council members pay for it. We need better restaurants in Franklin, along with
better judgment on stupid decisions like this
Let the people pushing it (mayor) pay for it

Simpson

Let those who support it pay for it

Simpson

Let those who thought it up pay for it

Simpson

Make it smaller and stick to a budget

Simpson

Make sure it is covered before you build it

Simpson

Simpson
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Both

Do not build

Simpson

Make sure it will before spending the money to build

Simpson

Make the city council and mayor pay for the stupid act like the taxpayers

Simpson

Maybe build one as big and build one more affordable
Maybe charge extra fees to people based on how much trash they throw away weekly. Hopefully they
would also recycle and reuse more as a result. Win for the environment!
Maybe once a year utility tax electric and water

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

Maybe tax other things such as Kentucky Downs, bingo parlors
Maybe they shouldn't try to be so extravagant and build something the community would use and the
city can afford
Mayor and councilmen who voted for it

Simpson

Membership due increase

Simpson

Money to come from city of Franklin's budget

Simpson

More consideration should be given to this project to see if there is an option for it to be self-sufficient

Simpson

More craft , arts, car shown on town square

Simpson

More marketing of facility and opportunities

Simpson

My opinion is this project would not be of great interest to Franklin, Simpson community

Simpson

Simpson

No action, once it fails the city will have wasted millions of our money
No additional property tax; doubtful that the proposed funding method would be sufficient to pay the
cost
No Aquatic Center, unnecessary and not needed
No aquatic center. It will end up like the incinerator plant, empty and no purpose but we still pay for
that
No center needed

Simpson

No more taxes. Fix our county water lines

Simpson

No new taxes!

Simpson

No property tax increases. No special taxes added on the property tax

Simpson

No raise in property taxes

Simpson

No tax increases, let people pay who want to use it

Simpson

No taxes

Simpson

No taxes period!

Simpson

No taxes to the people

Simpson

None because we don't need this. Don't raise my property taxes to cover it

Simpson

None don't build it as it will never cover its cost and will only be a drain on the taxpayers

Simpson

None don't want it

Simpson

None not everyone in Franklin is using the Aquatic Center so they shouldn’t have too cover the costs

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

None! Already pay too much tax to support library, schools, ambulance, etc. and amenities for people
who don't work and are physically able to work
None! Don't build it and that city will not have to take action to cover the cost!

Simpson

None, close it down

Simpson

None, if it cannot produce enough revenue it should not be done

Simpson

None, if it was a good deal a private investor would put one in, not the city

Simpson
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Both

Do not build

Simpson

None, let it die out. There is zero reason to try and keep a failed business alive. If everyone in the county
paid $30/ month you wouldn’t make enough to have covered building for two years. Then throw in
maintenance plus your workers. In the end the workers will be paid low wages they will allow the
building to be run down and the funds will dry up. I would give it five years

Simpson

None. Don't do it!

Simpson

None. We need to do a smaller more affordable version of this
Not allowed subsidized funding for the town, we have enough problems being charged for others that
don't work etc. This is a ridiculous sized facility for a town this small. These facilities so broke in every
surrounding county what make us any different?
Not build it

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Not build it at all. Newspaper had cost at $24 million your letter has cost at $12-$17 million, big
difference
Not build it in the first place. Just a community pool would please most people in Franklin
Not build something of this magnitude. Consider just an indoor outdoor pool. We already have senior
activities and exercise gyms
Not do the project! This is a waste of usable funds. Improve our city before a major expansion!

Simpson

Not important, do not need, don’t build
Not open it. You will have people using it as a babysitter in the summer and won’t be able to keep it
open in the winter
Not sure (x3)

Simpson

Not sure what options would be

Simpson

Not to build it. No more taxes
Not use funds for "other things" until the cost is covered: increase number of members paying monthly or
yearly membership fees
Nothing
Offer big venue attractions to draw people here on a monthly basis - spend more on advertising in
surrounding communities

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Once built should cover its own cost- otherwise if not self-sustaining- not enough interest to build

Simpson

Open center seasonally until enough revenue is produced

Simpson

Simpson

Open for suggestions
Our city cannot afford this facility. I am interested in our city providing a fulltime Fire Dept. which I
consider a basic need for our community
Our streets need to be fixed - cracks, pot holes need to be repaired before a 12-15 million dollar facility
is built
Pare down the plans and make a smaller center. Would leave out the indoor pool. Don’t know that
Franklin is populous enough to support in sufficiently and would like to see a monthly rate low enough
for our population in general
Parks and Rec. Tax

Simpson

Pay from General Funds then close and sell property. Obviously it would not be self-sustainable

Simpson

Pay it off first. Make it smaller

Simpson

Pay out of budget and use occupational tax

Simpson

People who do not live in Simpson Co. should have to pay higher rates to use the facility
Plan on starting in phases, start smaller (essentials) then add the other amenities. First phase affordable
and see how it succeeds before getting into a huge financial hole
Possibly raise membership fees within reason

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
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Simpson

Do not build
Prefer it not be built in the first place! Franklin Simpson could not keep a dinky one public pool open
and functioning properly. Don’t understand how Franklin Simpson can take care of this
Private funding

Simpson

Private investors. Raise membership/admission fees, downsize Aquatic Center activities

Simpson

Privatize

Simpson

Property tax (x2)

Simpson

Property tax increase

Simpson

Property tax increase, water consumption rate increase

Simpson

Put a payroll tax on city and county officials

Simpson

Quit taking from taxpayers and quit giving brand new items to one that do nothing to upkeep or earn

Simpson

Raise city taxes

Simpson

Raise facility fees 7/or cut back on services

Simpson

Raise fee for use, charge fee for school swim meets

Simpson

Raise fees/ membership until budget is balanced

Simpson

Raise membership fees

Simpson

Raise membership fees. No other taxes

Simpson

Raise membership fees. No taxes!

Simpson

Raise the transient room tax

Simpson

Raise tobacco sales taxes in city and county. Create endowment funds

Simpson

Realize how much the over projected. This project is more the size for Bowling Green.

Simpson

Reduce city manager pay

Simpson

Reduce staff/hours, increase pay. Out of county should be higher

Simpson

Reduce the city's salaries, starting with the mayor

Simpson

Reduce the pay of city leaders

Simpson

Reduce the size, activities etc. of the structure to a manageable mortgage. And add more options as
they are needed and as they can be afforded. Don't jump In over your head with no proof of viability

Simpson

Rent out for sporting events

Simpson

Sales tax

Simpson

Save up until they get it

Simpson

Simpson

School fundraisers
Scottsville has a highly successful program, but it is heavily endowed by the Cal Turner Foundation. I
don't know of any other funding source besides new taxes.
Search for federal grants which may be available for such a project as this
Seek donations from people and businesses and put their name on a plaque and have a gala in their
honor. The dues should donate a hefty portion to improve their community standing since many folks
are upset about the quarry
Seek grants, local sponsors

Simpson

Seized drug money

Simpson

Sell and privatize; Add attractions to generate income; fundraising; seek grants

Simpson

Sell bonds, solicit industries

Simpson

Sell city/county owned land; get support from the many businesses moving into the area

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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Both

Do not build

Simpson

Sell it (x2)

Simpson

Simpson

Sell it and have it managed by a private firm, or look at increasing membership fees
Sell the city of Franklin to Bowling Green! We are taxed enough and have nothing - What more is
expected from the people of Simpson County?
Sell the dog

Simpson

Sell the facility to some one who can manage it correctly

Simpson

Sell to a private company

Simpson

Should be sure of money before building

Simpson

Should have that decided before you build

Simpson

Should not build to start with! Too much money for a small town!

Simpson

Should not proceed if it will not pay for itself. If proceeded raise fees for use of facility

Simpson

Should not take this project if they cannot pay for it

Simpson

Shouldn't be built to the size currently rendered if cannot afford

Simpson

Shut it down (x2)

Simpson

Slight income tax based on salary

Simpson

Special assessment

Simpson

Sponsors or donations from churches, businesses, Go Fund online, etc.

Simpson

Sponsorship, naming rights, charge more for out-of-county people

Simpson

Sponsorships

Simpson

Sponsorships - businesses - factories - community clubs - fundraising

Simpson

Start on a smaller scale & add on later as more funds become available - start small grower bigger

Simpson

Simpson

Start smaller, expand as we see how business is going
Start with an outdoor/indoor pool, and make it pay as you go. If that succeeds then add additional
facilities
Start with outdoor pool. Let the rest come later after you pay for it and the land. Kids need a pool, I
grew up with a pool and some of the best times with friends
Stop using school system funds to support nepotism and direct those funds to people who care about
our children and our community more than Bowling Green. $5 community development fee on vehicle
registration
Take bankruptcy!

Simpson

Take it out of mayor and city commission and city manager salary

Simpson

Take it out of school budget that’s who wants it anyway!

Simpson

Take it out of the pockets of the people pushing this piece of shit- as well as the consulting costs!!

Simpson

Take part of the school tax

Simpson

Take the one percent

Simpson

Tax city

Simpson

Tax factories

Simpson

Tax home owners

Simpson

Tax liquor and cigarettes

Simpson

Tax on garbage pick up

Simpson

Taxes on alcohol, tobacco & gambling

Simpson

That is the problem!

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
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Both

Do not build

Simpson
Simpson

The Aquatic Center should not be built
The Aquatic Center will never be self sufficient. No facility within a 100 mile radius supports itself

Simpson

The Aquatic is unnecessary for a small town like Franklin with Bowling Green this close
The Boys & Girls Club is not self sustaining, how does the city expect this much more expensive
undertaking to be self sustaining. I don't think a town the size of Franklin can afford to make up the
The center needs to pay for itself

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

The city does not need a complete aquatic center. We need one outdoor pool for summer use.
Restaurants do not need a tax added. It will result in loss of hometown business going out of town
The city should budget for any shortfall and pay for it
The city should personally sue the city officials who vote this in to inflict this substantial money pit on the
citizens. Only a few years ago the city decided it could no longer sustain the outdoor pool the city had
for many years. Who in their right mind could believe Franklin could and would support a monstrosity like

Simpson

The city should prevent this problem! Build within means

Simpson

The commissioners and the mayor that approve it should be willing to pay for it

Simpson

The commissioners, mayor, city attorney, and city manager should pay out of their pockets
The fact that you even have to ask this question makes the likely failure to sustain itself too great to
approve at this scale

Simpson

Simpson

The mayor, city commission and city attorney sign the note or bond and forfeit their savings to cover the
expenses before they can ever seek a dime from tax payers. This idea a guaranteed to lose money and
the tax payers, whether local, property, or business taxes should not fund this. If our city officials think this
is so necessary, then they should fund it and donate to the community

Simpson

The Mayor, city manager, city council, and any other decision makers should pay out of their own
pockets

Simpson

The officials who created the center can cover them

Simpson

Simpson

The ones who use it or want it to pay for it. No tax funds should fund this
The people in city government should have to pay for anything the center does not. I have seen too
many things pushed through by the city government then the working people of Franklin/Simpson Co.
have to pay for it by higher taxes and never receive any benefits from it
The tax payers of Franklin - Simpson city and county cannot afford this when we cannot even fund
safety services or schools. Do not need this project at this time!
Then introduce a fuel tax on gas or increase the business tax… long over due! We pay too small as
businesses
There in lies your major problem. It will not pay for itself even with the restaurant/ hotel tax- no way! Then
the city will be forced to shift the burden back too tax payers
There is no way the center can produce enough revenue to support itself

Simpson

There will be no acceptable exit strategy

Simpson

Think it is too high! Franklin cannot finance this now or later
This center is a great idea. But we need to think long and hard because Bowling Green/ Warren Co
couldn’t afford their pool on lovers lane and had to close it for not enough funds!
This is a waste of money
This is a wonderful projected center, but we feel this community does not have enough population to
support this project

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

This is an amenity out community needs. Would support city and county tax to provide this need

Simpson

This is what I fear! That it will fall short of expected revenue and the city will proceed to raise payroll,
property, gas, water, phone, road, and library tax. Enough!
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Both

Do not build

Simpson

This is what people are worried about, having a $12-17 million money pit. Also if it is cheap you will
become a babysitter for most people (apparently like the last pool that obviously isn't open anymore)

Simpson
Simpson

This needs to be privately owned not the city
This project is not a good use of tax dollars. It is too expensive. Unkempt expenses will be very costly over
time

Simpson

This project should not be pursued if demand and confidence projected revenues are adequate

Simpson

Simpson

This project would be a tremendous burden for the city of Franklin
This should be built on the north side of Franklin. There will be more law breakers will need full time
security. Why tax our restaurants if you invite out of town folks
This should be determined before it is constructed

Simpson

This shouldn’t charge taxpayers anything! There are other things and areas that need attention

Simpson

Simpson

This town needs something. A good aquatic center, restaurant, fast food/Cracker Barrel
This will result in property tax increase. I'm on a fixed income. No increase in Medicare or retirement or
social security income
Too expensive - Not enough interest - Don’t need more taxes
Transient room tax not restaurant tax because restaurants don’t have to pay servers minimum wage,
adding this tax would make the servers earn less tips. Servers cannot live on a $2.13 hourly wage. Make
a law requiring restaurant to pay a living wage
Turn it into a place to eat, movie theatre, bowling alley, not a bar! Or a store. People that live here don't
have good transportation to go do some of the activities like this.
Turn over to private enterprise

Simpson

Undecided (x3)

Simpson

Unnecessary project

Simpson

Simpson

Vote it down
We are already taxed more than all the surrounding counties because of all the additional taxes. We
do not need more taxes
We cannot afford this aquatic center. It is a bad idea. We cannot support an outdoor pool

Simpson

We didn't generate enough income to keep the old pool going. This would be even more costly

Simpson

We do not have the money as a community to support or fund something of this size.

Simpson

We do not need

Simpson

We do not need an Aquatic Center

Simpson

We don’t need a tax increase. We cannot afford this

Simpson

We had a good pool and it wouldn't support itself. Why do you expect this to?
What about a partnership with YMCA? Med center and industries (wellness program). Tax "industry"
that's doing big business in Franklin. Unfortunately, their employees don't want to live here because
Franklin does not offer much
Wheel tax
Why expect visitors to pay for something they would probably never use? If restaurant prices go up,
people would probably stop going and travelers on I-65 would stop getting off at Franklin, thereby
losing the revenue

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Why would the city cover operation costs? If it doesn’t generate positive revenue, then close it down

Simpson

Will never support itself

Simpson

Will not
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Both

Do not build

Simpson

Would prefer that the city not cover the cost

Simpson

Would suggest that funds be raised in entirely before the project is started

Simpson

You will be charging people to use it. Won't that pay for it?

Simpson

You would get your money if you were to charge fees
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Both

People need better sidewalks, not a place for the rich to go play! People do not need to walk down
the street to go get food of go to school!

Both

We do not need it!

Franklin

A cheap place, people in Franklin can't afford the membership

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

A lot of people like my husband and I are on a fixed income and we think this is for the rich people!
A pool for older folks and a pool for kids would be more ideal. I would not be able to relax at a pool
with a bunch of screaming wild young people. Also we need a full time fire dept. people are tired of
their homes burning and waiting for volunteers to arrive to fight it!
access
All options should be available
As a Plan B: would you consider building center in stages? Not all at once. I think this is an acceptable
compromise. The aquatic center would definitely be an asset to Franklin. Hopefully, some reasonable
plan can be established to get it built
Bad idea
Build something with indoor pool- walking track 2 or 3 conference rooms that could be used for
different functions. Include an up-to-date kitchen, lounge for those who are waiting to be picked up.
Cost not to exceed $5-6 million (something that can be paid off within a reasonable time) Get city,
county, and industry involved. By doing this, no one suffers. Spending $20 mil will be like another
City can pay for all these. Do not raise taxes on food/ homes. Water bill. Need to clean water up. It
smells coming out faucet
City should be directing their efforts on areas needing attention: street repairs, railroad crossings
redesigned, enforce city ordinances, clean up our city, publish city financial reports, reduce expenses
and lower taxes, and discontinue the "good ole boy" method of governing. How much has already
been spent on this proposal? Council and employee time? Plans? Glossy print? Survey? etc. What are
city mayor and councilmen financial interests in this proposal? why the big rush to push this proposal?
Summary: this proposal is a loser. Mayor and counsel supporters will not be reelected
Combine city/county government, use the savings from that, would be eliminating several employees
Consider offering reduced income plans. You could charge higher monthly fees to those who can
afford it. If they are receiving government assistance, they could attend for a reduced rate to
encourage positive, healthy lifestyle changes. I am very excited to see the Aquatic Center coming to
Franklin! We need this so much. Please consider posting jobs for the center in the local newspaper so
everyone has opportunity to apply. Thanks for considering the communities opinions!
Consider this project to be a complete waste of money. No one went to the public pool the last few
years it was open and people have their own pools now. Money better spent on greenbelt along
creek

Franklin

Convention center sounds lofty, community center sounds realistic

Franklin
Franklin

Do not build an Aquatic Center. Franklin needs a Fire Dept
Do not build it would be more taxes for working people and property owners. Do not need. Taxpayers
pay too much now. Non-taxpayers would go for this. City of Franklin takes too much authority, if they
want it they should pay for it out of their pockets

Franklin

Do not built it

Franklin

Do not want to pay for something we will not use
Don't have time, we work. Probably won't be able to afford what you will charge this community" If
Tennessee uses facility they should pay the tax of Tennessee citizen; "If you build at Wal-Mart, why not
build for Tennessee shopper, Tennessee people?

Franklin
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Franklin

Don't let this become where all that is there are kids, let alone they would have to be with at least one
parent. Don't let this be a place where the kids take over!

Franklin

Don't like restaurant tax, especially for those downtown. Thank you for asking!
Don't see me using it a lot or at all unless it was physical therapy or something like that. Does this mean
to finance the park, you raise taxes on existing business? That will raise price of food at those
restaurants
Due to the fact of my age, I have not completed this form in its entirety. I do however, think the city of
Franklin needs to always nurture our population for future growth

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Appendix F

Franklin cannot and will not support a facility that costs this much. Money wasted on this survey! I think
for costs this is all a joke. I have two kids and not interested in swimming in Franklin. Bad idea
Franklin does need an indoor outdoor pool, but this big complex is not necessary
Franklin has everything offered at this center other than a pool. It sounds like Mayor Clark is trying to
monopolize recreational activities. This would hurt businesses that offer these services. An aquatic
center is not what Franklin needs at this time. A simple public pool would be nice...but when does a
politician really think of just what a community needs?
Franklin is not populated enough for this type of facility!
"They are very nasty! People piss in these things and no one can stop that! Get real people! "Your
insurance will not cover this. Think!" "Free - since you're taxing us to build this stupid thing" (under
Membership Fees and Payment Options) "Spend the millions on this"
Hope someone can and will send to all the powers to be on city council and whoever dreamed it all
up. Wonder what they were smoking? Franklin, KY Town median household income: $30,398 State
median household income: $42,958 Town poverty rate: 26.2% Town population: 8,563. I do not believe
the powers to be in this town realize how many senior citizens and others presently eat in the
restaurants at least two meals a day. Many from Allen, Logan, Sumner and Robinson County TN use the
restaurants. All senior citizens should be excluded from any restaurant tax
I believe Franklin and Simpson Co. could certainly benefit from an aquatic center so long as it is
affordable. I do not, however, believe residents should be made to help fund this proposal if they are
going to have to pay high membership fees
I don’t see that we need the Center and there won't be enough income to pay the expenses
I feel like this huge project would benefit the wealthier people and not help give young people a
place to spend time. I don't see how it will pay for itself in such a small town as Franklin, We pay enough
taxes already. Most residents eat out frequently
I feel this survey is very biased toward the whole pool/ convention center package, and doesn’t allow
for input, breaking it down where it could be feasibly possible. Therefore I think even this survey is a
waste of my taxpayer money!
I love Franklin, but I can no longer drive. There is no way to get to the drug store or to go pay bills, or
food. Can't been get to church
I think the center is too ambitious. Too much property expense. I would recommend no outdoor pool
because of the short season, but a larger all-inclusive pool inside. The building could be a two story on
a smaller lot. The acre on corner of main would do
I think with an yearly membership you show have rights to all things. If there's pool children show have
to be with an adult
I want sidewalks. I support anything that will put sidewalks into the city for myself and my family. Helping
to support local businesses with more walking traffic as well as to teach our children the connecting
power of the community in which we live
I will never pay. This is not needed. Please don’t be dumb and waste our tax dollars on a useless facility!
I would like to see it come, but as you know the city and county are run by old school, one horse town
people who are set in there ways. If Franklin don't get off of the butts we are going to be swallowed up
by Portland and Bowling Green
2
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Franklin

I would prefer you focus on a pool that could meet the needs of recreational swimming, therapy, and
swim team. It seems this project would be detrimental to our current gyms and the Boys' and Girls' Club

Franklin

If privately owned we would buy a yearly membership. No more taxes!
If tax is added to restaurants, then I would expect to pay nothing to go to Aquatic Center as a citizen
of Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

If we don’t have enough interest in this, we could simplify by just building a splash pad and wading
pool at the park and improve playground equipment. Visit park at Lebanon, TN for example

Franklin

I'm on Disability- can't afford a membership

Franklin
Franklin

I'm so excited, I think it’s a wonderful idea! I hope it passes
In favor of an outdoor pool and senior center but neither as an elaborate plan as proposed here. Have
discussed with the mayor and two commissioners several times about a senior center, always got the
same answer… no money to set-up or maintain

Franklin

It should be made so the whole of Franklin, "not just a chosen few" could afford it!

Franklin

It should be used to pay for the center and keeping prices to attend low
It's sad how little we have to do in this town. No wonder we always have to take our money
somewhere else. I do try my best to shop Franklin first
I've worked in TN for almost 17 years, go there most of the time for things like this. Westview subdivision
sidewalks please
Lived 13 years in Simpson Co; now less than a year in Allen Co. *However, the general public is taxed to
the extreme, as it is!

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

payers

Franklin

Lower the city and county taxes

Franklin

My vote is no!

Franklin

None of your damned business. If you haven't guessed by now, I am totally opposed!!!

Franklin

Not for this project because we are taxed enough!
Not going to use. I was told by a city councilman there would be an area for comments. I'm guessing
that’s another lie. We do not need another tax for anything -- PERIOD!

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Appendix F

Only if discounted price is paid in advance
Our "elected" officials need to be voted out! They are not protecting our citizens that are already
strapped for cash!
Our daughter who lives in this household, that travels a lot, also supports this project whole heartedly
Overall I think the city of Franklin does a good job. City is safe, clean, road maintenance is good, taxes
reasonable, overall services are good. As for the center, I'd review 15-20 other centers in same size
town and see how they worked out. Publish that data for the public. Also, could the city find a private
party to fund this as a business. Many lance membership based health clubs have pools. Then the city
could work with this business to help lower the costs
P.S. I think this should be voted for in next general election. Not decided for us by a small group
People won't use existing facilities. Nothing will attract people to Franklin. Pay school tax on everything,
spend our money on fixing the roads. Local stores don't stock for healthy eating. Already have three
physical therapy centers. City and county people cannot afford this. I doubt restaurant tax will work,
and how do you expect to tax fast food joints. Bet we never see the summary. Thanks
Please do this!
Please don't build if you are going to take money from the people of Franklin. It is hard enough to feed
our children as it is!
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Franklin

Please don't put this where no one can get to it

Franklin

Price lower than Franklin CC

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Project flawed from the outset; Need an indoor pool for the community; Project should be city/county;
Medical facilities might be the source of physical therapy etc. development; One location of proposed
is questionable; Phased development should have been considered; The estimated costs are too
massive for consideration; Tourism usage is a possibility but not enough to support the massive plan
PS: I think the swimming pool outside - should be more square - more long range swimming area.
Thank you!
Restaurant tax is a bad idea all the way around. I know that 3% doesn't sound like much but to much of
the population including senior citizens it's a lot. This will definitely be a deal breaker for many, many
families on making the decision to eat out in a town that has a poverty level of more than 50% this is a
terrible idea
Screw the public again, pass it on to the dumb tourists! We have too many taxes now such as school
tax put on every bill
See this is not on the survey but the biggest thing is making things family affordable. Too many families
may be having three to six children and cannot afford movies, pools due to things like that. A childcare
center would pay for this alone, too many families work but can't afford $100 a week for child care
Senior Center is too big. Try 2000 sq ft. This facility should reflect the needs of the 21st Century,
geothermal heating and cooling and solar panels for heating and cooling

Franklin

Should not have to pay with all the taxes we are paying now

Franklin

Silly when we need so many more important things, such as a full-time Fire Dept

Franklin

Spend the money somewhere else or cut taxes. Not in favor of this idea. Spending the money reducing
drug-related activities and reducing crime. Lower taxes- already thinking about moving out of the area

Franklin

Start small then pay for it and then plan for expansion. Downsizing the project would be ideal
Thank you for answering my prayer. I live alone and need exercise. Walking is hard on my hips,
swimming is just the ticket to help me

Franklin
Franklin

Franklin

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Franklin
Franklin

Appendix F

The city is trying to build this center too large and elaborate for a city this size. They need to check
Bowling Green facility that they can't afford the operating cost with their tremendous population
The majority of these activities are already available at other facilities in Franklin. This matter needs to
be put on a ballot for the citizens to vote. The survey is slanted in a way that suggests that the facility
will be constructed. Why are there no places on this survey to speak against and explain concerns for
the proposed facility?"
The restaurant tax is unfair to those that will not utilize the facility
Think Franklin needs something for its people. I drive to Gallatin to get what I need. I pay nothing at
Gallatin Civic Center for Silver Sneakers
This community needs something along this nature, but I feel like the cost is substantial. A smaller version
with just pools would be adequate
This is probably not going to work like this plan
This is the Worst Idea they have ever come up with! No one wants this! We had a pool for years and at
the end it was not maintained! Attn: City of Franklin Who's palm is being greased?!!! We will haw ALL
NEW COUNCIL and MAYOR if this passes!
This project would greatly benefit Franklin. Why didn't someone think of this sooner.
towards yes like therapy, who doesn’t want this, but it could not be paid for. Why are some people
getting more than one survey? How can board members who have been in banking and business
justify this? We all want things but we just cant afford them! People from Bowling Green wouldn't come
and Portland is building a $10 million pool, so who would use the pool besides us? Doesn't our city need
a lot of infrastructure updates? How do you know what this will bring in a day when there are different
plans?
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Franklin

Too many children are growing up in Simpson Co. not knowing how to swim

Franklin

Waste of money! My money, my taxes
We are told we have a sewer system that needs updating which will be a huge cost. Not a bad idea
just poor timing

Franklin
Franklin

We do not have money to do something of this magnitude. Cannot afford. Put the money in the park
system. Build a pool at the park with the ability to put a cover over for winter months. Put a splash pad
in the park. Get a fulltime Fire Dept. I cannot believe you would consider such a crazy idea, but than
spend $20,000 on a survey geared toward being in favor instead of asking for our comments. Don't try
to compete with private businesses. Hopefully sensible people will run next election!

Franklin

We do not need this building because Franklin is too small of a town it would not work

Franklin

We do not need this!

Franklin

We do not want to run restaurants and exercise centers out of business

Franklin

Franklin

We don’t feel the city can afford this. It will place a burden on the younger generation who are trying
to pay for their homes and businesses. I have talked to people who have moved to other counties
because they said Simpson Co. had so many taxes and were consistently coming up with more
We live on social security. Had no raise eight years under Hussein. We don't need your extra tax!!! Hell
no!!! Tax that's all you know. I hope you don't get any tax money out of me. Tax the poor people, take
their food money. Hell no. I understand, steal our food money

Franklin

We need this center! It is vital to the continued positive development of Franklin, KY!

Franklin

We need this so badly!

Franklin

We say no to the Aquatic Center

Franklin

What is the operating cost of this facility?

Franklin

What is the projected amount of time? If 1.2 is from visitors, what is the amount from locals?

Franklin

When our grandkids come to visit, there isn't jack shit to do in Franklin! There needs to be something

Franklin

Will not use

Franklin

Will not use at all!
Would like for center to be located somewhere other than behind Wal-Mart. A more visible location
would be better
Would love to see this built, but I feel Simpson Co. is not large enough to financially keep this large
project going after being built

Franklin
Franklin
Franklin

Would not pay monthly. I would not use it

Franklin

Would not support it

Franklin

Would not use

Franklin

Would not use center

Franklin

Would not use it!

Franklin

Would probably never use

Franklin
Franklin

Would use the facility daily. Would be a great deal of help with my disability
Yeah sure if I believe the funding portion would work you would try to sell me some ocean front
property in Kentucky

Franklin

Yes! Very positive and very much needed. 100% behind this!

Simpson

Absolutely against it!!!!

Simpson

Already have more than what they can take care of

Simpson

Apparently, it is going to be used for the schools. Use some of the school tax money

Appendix F
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At my age I doubt if I would live long enough to see it built (we have no promise for tomorrow) if I was
younger I probably would be excited to have it built
Bad timing for this survey, just got a notice of property tax increase! Have senior center. Therapy pools
available by Dr. orders. Franklin is too small and too few restaurants to fund such a facility. Ridiculous
Cannot understand a branch of government who would dream up and propose a project of this
magnitude when there are so many other needs that should be discussed. Homeless population,
dated sewer systems, lack of sidewalks, or need to repair many that exist and on and on and
on...water system? And if just a basic pool were proposed, why not build it at the park?

Simpson

Can't afford
Desperately needed! Glad convention centered was cut, but we so need this! Our youth need
activities! Even bowling alley, or roller-skating, etc.

Simpson

Do not do it. Invest in infrastructure. We need fire protection!

Simpson
Simpson

Don’t be ridiculous! Try fixing the roads instead that is important
Don’t think we need a public pool. However, the proposed aquatic center is entirely too ambitious
and costly. We do not have to have a Rolls Royce, a Ford would be fine

Simpson

Don't feel family of two should pay the same as family of five, different use of facility

Simpson

Don't have kids, already have gym membership, so I would not use facility

Simpson

Don't think Franklin needs. Won't use

Simpson
Simpson

Existing gyms in Franklin need to be supported before building a new one
Franklin needs something for seniors, why should everyone have to go to Bowling Green or TN when if
done right good fun right here-Franklin and Simpson County

Simpson

Free or Discount for Seniors

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

Simpson

Franklin is too small for anything that cost this much. Can barely pay my bills, sure couldn’t afford this
Hotels and restaurants would suffer! (under Funding); If city were building anything related that would
support restaurants and hotels, the tax would be fine. The park will not help us being in more revenue
to own the taxes for the guests that visit here will not want to pay more. We have several guests that
stay in the city because Tennessee taxes are too high
I believe Franklin and Simpson Co. could certainly benefit from an aquatic center so long as it is
affordable. I do not, however, believe residents should be made to help fund this proposal if they are
going to have to pay high membership fees
I consider this project to be a complete waste of money. No one went to the public pool the last few
years it was open and more and more people have their own pools now. Money better spent on
greenbelt along creek

Simpson

I do not support this due to the cost

Simpson

I do not want the Center

Simpson

I go to Orlinda, TN fitness and activities for seniors, and will continue even if aquatic center is built
I have custody of five grandchildren and I think it's a good idea, but the price needs to be for the
middle class. My kids don’t get to go places because the price is too high

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

Appendix F

I say hell no to this stupid idea! I feel they could build something different and a better way to help the
kids in Franklin. As of now, there is nothing for them to do except roam the streets, do drugs, and steal
stuff. I feel we should build something they would get something good out of, but will also be
affordable. Franklin is too small of a town to benefit from Aquatic Center
I see this is not on the survey but the biggest thing is making things family affordable. Too many families
may be having three to six children and cannot afford movies and pools due to things like that. A
childcare center would pay for this alone, too many families work but can't afford $100 a week for
child care
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Simpson

I strongly support this project

Simpson

I think Franklin it too small for anything that cost this much. I can barely pay my bills, sure couldn’t afford
this
I think this plan is way too grandiose. A pool would be nice, but we have to remember how small
Franklin is, our median income. Better something small we can keep up and maintain than a large
undertaking that later goes broke or puts a burden on tax payers

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

I would like to know how much this survey costs and how it is being paid for
I would like to see something else for the kids but let's be smart with our money! Why spend money on
land? Build a pool or something the city/county already owns i.e. close to Lincoln in open fields). Get
land donated! Vote smart! Some of the commissioners won't be around to pay for this if it fails. My son
will pay for it!
I would not go to the proposed facility if it is built in the proposed site behind Wal-Mart. I think it needs
to be near town, within walking and safe biking distance for town residents
I would only use OCT-MAR since I have a pool. In my opinion, the restaurant and transient room tax
would not cover even the facility. Perhaps we could have a pledge, for example, I would give $100 to
the project and maybe a local factory would endow
If this is done, it will need to be on a smaller scale. It would be nice to have an indoor pool, but we also
know there will always be people who say they can't pay. What will you do about that? We are afraid
of getting stuck with more taxes, etc if this project doesn't float. Downscale everything at least

Simpson

Just got a new tax bill today PVA raised it up again! Why? For this, no way!

Simpson

Just vote no

Simpson

Look at Leitchfield Aquatic Park!!

Simpson

My family would not use

Simpson

My husband and I have lived in Simpson Co. our whole lives and so has our families. My husband has
worked in TN for the last eleven years and our daughter goes to college at FHU in Henderson, TN. If this
facility is approved, our family will the have the best excuse off all to move to TN. We have loved our
small town, but this facility is not only a waste of money, but not needed
My pain management doctor has recommended aqua therapy, but I can't drive to Bowling Green a
few times a week to do so

Simpson
Simpson

NO - NO - NO

Simpson

No taxes

Simpson

Not applicable to me/ my family as we are in complete opposition

Simpson

Not going to use it. Not going to pay

Simpson

Not interested in membership, cannot afford it
Not interested in this center. We are against this center for the congestion, traffic, people it would bring
to peaceful small town Franklin. Citizens have a beautiful park already, access to aerobics, walking,
tennis, physical therapy at several places already. We are firmly against the Aquatic Center in Franklin

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

Not needed
Not only restaurant and transient room tax, but tax the big spenders with money to burn, the gambling
businesses in Franklin and Simpson County, such as bingo, lottery, and the mother of all big spenders,
Kentucky Downs!!! With the total amount for all the jackpots, bingo, lottery, live and telecast races,
exceeding the millions each year and the wages bet for all totaling approximately three times that
amount, then $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 or possibly more, the 3% tax could be $300,000 to $450,000 or
more each year. That is some nice change!!!

Simpson

Not paying

Simpson

Not paying at all

Simpson

Not realistic

Appendix F
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On the dollar and separate from sales tax
One outdoor pool is a need. This project is too large for Franklin and Simpson Co. An added tax
(restaurant) is not acceptable!
Only get pool, only pay when using. You should see the responses. Its our and your business to see all
facts.
Our grandchildren frequently visit in the summertime and it would be great to be able to take them to
a local pool. Franklin also needs sidewalks/ bike paths out E and W Cedar St to the city limits. Someone
is going to get killed walking to Pepper St area
Pay only if used by me on per time schedule." Council members spend tax money like there is no
tomorrow and should be held personally responsible and liable for their actions. Enough is enough.
Where do you think tax money comes from now - we are taxed to death

Simpson

People on SSD, SSI should pay based on income. People on SSD should get a discount
Question: Why not all businesses in Franklin, not just restaurants and hotels? All would benefit from other
visitations. What about truck stops/ gas stations? Putting grounds? Community involvement? Just a
thought!

Simpson

Seems like the city is trying to spend money unwisely. Check their credit

Simpson

Simpson Co. needs true high-speed internet before an Aquatic Center
The city needs to spend money updating and improving the existing public park before they add more
attractions they cannot afford!
The city streets of Franklin are in bad need of repair. Instead of fixing them you buy fancy police cars
and a dog

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

The government should do the job of the government and nothing else. Taxation is theft!

Simpson

The school has a gym that is preferably good to use

Simpson

The school system should build their own pool right back where it was. BAD IDEA

Simpson

Simpson

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

The way I prefer to pay depends on the price. You are welcome. It is a great idea. I have always said
we needed some where else for the kids to go when they are not in school! Thanks
There are plenty of other areas that Franklin desperately needs to spend money on. A failing sewer
system, leaking water mains, TERRIBLE roads, failing infrastructure, declining community park and new
sidewalks. Furthermore, the city and county shouldn't be forced to pay for the Franklin mayor's private
agenda of providing an indoor pool for the FSHS swim team
There is a need for a pool in Franklin but not an Aquatic Center. Why would you need a gym? We have
two businesses in Franklin. You want to promote Franklin… this would take business away from them
There needs to be more things to do in the Franklin Simpson Co. area; Just room tax, not restaurant that
would affect local people
Think the school swim team should have a place to host and a place to practice without going out of
town

Simpson

This has the potential of being just like the Boys & Girls Club - a babysitting facility

Simpson

This idea is so awesome! Going to start having kids soon and want ways for them to be involved
This is a huge mistake. Franklin will have a ghost town there and still have to pay. Not for the aquatic
center at all. Very unaffordable for families. Most families live week-to-week

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Appendix F

This is crazy!
This is not something Franklin can support. Let's focus on community parks and how we could make it
better for our kids… it's free
This is ridiculous! Not needed
This is stupid. Franklin is stupid. We had a pool, and they closed it. We had a bowling alley, and they
closed it. We had a skating rink, and they closed it. We have a Boy's and Girl's Club which is completely
useless. If people want this go to Bowling Green, to the pool
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Simpson

This project has all the earmarks of a scheme that will line some pockets at taxpayers' expense.
Probably would not use it. We would not buy a membership. We don't care as long as our property/
sales taxes are not raised

Simpson

This project needs to be abandoned

Simpson

This project should be pay as you go. Making people pay for something they aren't going to use is
wrong

Simpson

This should be half the size. You should give people that live in Franklin half price or less

Simpson

Total waste of taxpayers' money
Try using money for the old fitness center behind Little Caesars. Has a gym, racquetball courts, room for
water therapy, classrooms…millions to be spent on a small town is NOT the answer! If you can't pay for
it, don't get it! And yes… I have children and grandchildren

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

Turn right and go to Bowling Green and eat
We do not think this is feasible for the city of Franklin because of all the other places we already have
here. People don't want to be taxed to death. The cost is outrageous
We don’t have an outdoor pool because it became prohibitive to do upkeep, maintenance and
repair, plus cost of operation. Our community park offers bike and walking paths, public parking,
meeting center for events, space for classroom and learning center. The downtown area is a safe
walking spot with sidewalks. Goodnight Library has a large auditorium with facilities for food prep or
catering. Most senior citizens will not go our in bad weather such as snow, ice and heavy rain, so they
would not be using the facility in the winter. There are local gyms for people who want those activities.
The Boys and Girls Club is a risk financially and offers after school programs. We have a senior citizens
center currently. The downtown area has very little to offer tourists and we have a sign located on the
bypass at Main St - Tourist Activities - KY Motel... Really? Totally opposed to project, have other needs
We don't need it because if it cost 12-17 million, how many middle class could afford? Just the well off
will. The roads and streets need fixing

Simpson

We don't need this!

Simpson

We have 5 grandkids we like to take to things like this!
We need to find ways to create jobs and clean up the community. I would love to see more unity in
Franklin and help our citizens with their needs through training and education
We pay enough in tax dollars to the state and city let alone use our money to rent a facility. We have a
home to host a party, meeting, or event! We do NOT support the Aquatic Center. We believe the city
of Franklin can put the money to better use in our community!

Simpson
Simpson

Simpson

We would like to see this facility in our community for the schools and younger people to use. We are
older and not very active. We think it is needed and would be very good for our community
Why not get enough land to build a pool close to the Boys and Girls Club? They would really use it, it's
so good for kids. Don’t go overboard spending, just get a pool for now. We have had a pool, skating
rink, bowling alley in my years, but nothing lasts

Simpson

Won't use

Simpson

Would not expect to pay

Simpson

Would not join

Simpson

Would not pay any time. Don't want it! For Franklin? Bullshit!

Simpson

Would not use it
Wouldn't go to the proposed facility if it's built behind Wal-Mart. Needs to be near town, within walking,
safe biking distance for town residents
The questions in this survey are designed to be biased towards building the center. There are no
questions designed to clearly express opposition to this center

Simpson

Simpson
Simpson

Appendix F
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May 15, 2017
Dear Franklin/Simpson County Residents:
For several months, the Franklin City Commission and the city’s staff have been working with
architects, engineers and designers on detailed plans to finance and build a Aquatic Center. This
facility could potentially include an indoor pool, outdoor pool and other amenities to serve the
residents of Franklin and Simpson County, as well as serve people in nearby communities
outside the county. We have tried to keep the community informed about the vision for this
project and have made adjustments to the plans based on the community input we have received
so far.
Now, it is time for us to collect input from you. Enclosed is a short survey to gather information
that will help us make decisions about this project. We have asked a professional market research
firm, Younger Associates, to conduct an impartial survey and keep your individual answers
confidential.
Please take a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey and return it to Younger Associates
by June 1st in the postage paid envelope provided.
Thank you!

Ronnie Clark
Mayor

117 West Cedar St. • P.O. Box 2805 • Franklin, Kentucky 42135-2805
Phone (270) 586-4497 • Fax (270) 586-9419 • www.franklinky.org

Aquatic Center Interest Survey

Younger Associates has been retained by the City of Franklin to conduct a survey among
residents of the City of Franklin and Simpson County to measure the level of interest and
potential usage of a community Aquatic Center.
This center could potentially include an indoor and outdoor pool, gym, walking track,
classroom and meeting space, as well as physical therapy services. Your feedback is very
important. Please take a few moments to complete and return this survey in the envelope
provided by June 1, 2017. Your individual response will remain confidential.
Where do you live?
City of Franklin (inside city limits)

Simpson County (outside Franklin city limits)

How would you assess the importance/need for an Aquatic Center in Franklin?
Very important

Important

Somewhat Important

Not important

Currently, does anyone in your household belong to a gym or fitness club?

Yes

No

If yes, how often do you (or the member) visit the gym per week?
Daily

3-5 times per week

Do you have a pool at your home?

Yes

1-2 times per week

1 time or less per week

No

Do you, or does someone in your household, use a pool facility outside Franklin/Simpson County?
Yes

No

If Yes: Where?
How Often?

Frequently

Often

Seldom

Rarely

Have you, or members of your household, visited an outdoor pool, water park or splash pad, within the
past two years?
Yes

No

If Yes: How often did you visit?

once per summer
several times per summer
other

In the past two years, have you or someone in your household, participated in some type of physical
therapy prescribed by a doctor?
Yes

No

If yes: Did you do your physical therapy locally/in Franklin?

Yes

No

If yes: Would you have been interested doing aqua therapy (therapy performed in a pool by a
trained professional) if it was recommended by your doctor and available in the area?
Yes

No

Amenities & Activities
Please consider each of the items listed below and rank how important you feel it would be for each to
be included in a community Aquatic Center.
Place an “X” in the space
that best describes how
you rate the importance of
the amenity.
Indoor Pool

Very
Important

Important

Somewhat
Important

Not Very
Important

Completely
Unnecessary

Outdoor Pool
Therapy Pool
Basketball Gym
Exercise Gym
Indoor Walking Track
Senior Center
Childcare Area
Classroom/ Meeting Space
Are there amenities that are not listed that you think should be included?

Which of the following activities would you or a member of your family LIKELY or VERY LIKELY to
participate in if offered at the center? (check all that apply)
Beginners Swimming Class/Learn-to-Swim Program
Healthy Eating/Cooking Classes
Advanced Swimming/Lifeguard Certification Class
Senior Fitness Class
First Aid/CPR/AED Training
Zumba/Aqua Zumba
Water Aerobics or other Water Exercise Program
Strength Training
Kayaking Class
Yoga Class
Scuba Class
Indoor Walking Track
Water Volleyball/Hockey/Polo
Family night/entertainment
Pickle Ball
After school program
Racquetball
Activities for Senior Citizens
Swimming for Exercise
Competitive Swimming
Recreational Swimming
Facility use for social events such as birthday parties/meetings
Physical Therapy offered by health care professional
Are there other activities in which you would LIKELY or VERY LIKELY participate if they were offered at the
center?
How likely would you be to rent the facility to use for a party, meeting or other event?
Very Likely

Likely

Somewhat Likely

Somewhat Unlikely

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

Membership Fees & Payment Options
Note: Membership rates and fees in this survey are examples for research purposes only. No determinations have
been made as rates would not be set until a facility is constructed and amenities and programming are known.

If you use the Aquatic Center, how would you prefer to pay?
Pay a daily rate as you use the facility
Monthly membership fee: if so, for
Yearly membership fee: if so, for
Seasonal membership (summer only)

individual or
individual or

family
family

What would you expect to pay for an individual single day visit?
$2 per day

$4 per day

$6 per day

$8 per day

What would you expect to pay for an individual monthly membership?
$10-$19

$20-25

$26-$34

$35-$44

More than $45

What would you expect to pay for a monthly family membership? (Would include up to 5 related
individuals living in your household.)
$25-$34

$35-$44

$45-$54

$54-$64

More than $65

Funding
If citizens are supportive of the Aquatic Center, the City of Franklin has proposed funding construction
and operation of the facility with money from a Restaurant Tax that would impose a 3% tax on prepared
food purchases and 3% Transient Room Tax on hotel rooms. Since the City of Franklin is situated along
I-65 and near the Tennessee state line, a portion of the projected $1.2 million of new tax revenue
annually would come from visitors to the City.
To fund the proposed Aquatic Center and other tourism attraction projects, would you be supportive of
the City passing this tax?
Yes, I support the Restaurant and Transient Room Tax to fund this project
No, I do not support the Restaurant and Transient Room Tax
Undecided at this time
I don’t understand how the Restaurant and Transient Room Tax would work
If yes, in what other ways should the city invest any additional funds that may be generated from
this tax beyond what is needed to operate the Aquatic Center? (check all that apply)
Downtown Beautification Program
Improvements to the Community Park
Outdoor Skate Park
Sidewalks
Bike Paths
Public Parking

New Business Attraction
Splash Pad/Green Space
Corridor Beautification (31-W leading into downtown)
Community Events
Marketing/Publicity to bring more people to the City
Other

If no, are there other funding sources that you recommend for this project?

Should the Aquatic Center not produce enough revenue to cover all of the annual operating expenses,
what actions would you prefer the city take to cover the cost?

About You
How many people are in your home?
Please indicate the gender and age category for each person that lives in your home:
Person

Male or
Female

0-4

5-9

1014

1517

1824

2534

3544

4554

5554

6574

7584

85+

You
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8
How long have you lived in Simpson County/Area?
Less than one year

1-5 years

6-10 years

11-19 years

20-29 years

More than 30 Years

NOTE: The City of Franklin will not see individual survey responses. Results from the survey will be
reported in summary form only and individual participants and responses will not be identified.

Please return your completed survey in the postage paid envelope by June 1st

Thank You for Your Participation!

Proposed Aquatic Center
FRANKLIN, KENTUCKY

CITY OF
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PROPOSED AMENITIES
OUTDOOR POOL

with interactive play structures,
waterslide and sundeck

INDOOR 8 LANE
LAP/COMPETITION POOL
with diving board

PROPOSED LOCATION
20+ acre site behind Walmart
on Hwy 31-W South.
Within 2 miles of downtown

POTENTIAL
PARTNERSHIPS WITH:
Healthcare Providers to offer
water therapy sessions

POOL
PARTY ROOM
available for rent

INDOOR

School systems to teach students
to swim as part of PE class
Serve as home facility for
Franklin-Simpson High School
swim team

PROGRAM/INSTRUCTIONAL/THERAPY

POOL

SENIOR CENTER

4,100
sq ft
multi purpose use

WELLNESS
AREA WITH GYM

INDOOR
WALKING TRACK

The Convention Center portion of
the development that was previously
presented has been removed
from the plans.

Depending on the final plans for the
facility, the construction cost is
estimated to be

$12 - $17 MILLION

The center is projected to employ up
to 6 full time people with up to 40
part time lifeguards, instructors,
custodians, and others based on
amenities and programming.

